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EDITOR’S NOTE || By Nicole Krawcke

All-gender restrooms — a sign of

the times

Codes and standards coupled with societal

changes call for redesigned commercial spaces.

Contact Nicole

One of my more recent work trips provided the opportunity to stay the weekend and catch up with one of

my college girlfriends in North Carolina. I rode the Amtrak from Charlotte to Durham, where my friend met

me at the station. We had dinner and drinks in downtown Durham before heading to her home in Raleigh.

One of the places she took me for drinks in Durham was the 21c Museum Hotel which is a cross between

a boutique hotel and a trendy art museum. The original building was a bank, and the space still has the

original bank vault in the basement. It’s a really cool space. But what really drew my eye were the

restrooms, which were located on the second �oor. Once I reached the area, I saw a row of single-user

spaces on each side of the hallway. That’s not the unusual part. The unusual part was the door and walls

were made of glass — you could see right into the room. That’s right, the toilet, sink — everything — was

on display from the hallway. Once you went inside and locked the door, the walls and door turned

opaque, so nobody could see through. Also eye-catching were the signs on the doors with a half-man,

half-woman restroom outline with the words, “We don’t care.”

I’ve been running into more and more all-gender restrooms in my travels. But that was my �rst experience

with futuristic see-through glass.

I’m happy to see the inclusion of more all-gender restrooms around the U.S. I remember the major

controversies surrounding the topic a few years ago — most notably, North Carolina’s bathroom bill,

which prevented transgender people in the state from using bathrooms that aligned with their gender

identity.

bortonia/DigitalVision Vectors via Getty Images.

I, for one, have always hated having to use public restrooms because I’m worried about the cleanliness of

the facilities. Imagine trying to go to the bathroom and being misgendered and harassed. Multiple studies

have shown that to be the case when it comes to transgendered and non-binary people. No one should

have to fear embarrassment or ridicule to use a public restroom. All-gender restrooms provide a solution,

not only for the trans and non-binary communities but for parents and guardians of young children of the

opposite sex and for caregivers of those who are elderly or have disabilities.

Promoting diversity and inclusivity with all-gender restrooms is becoming more common amongst

workplaces, hospitality and entertainment venues by simply converting single occupancy restrooms and

family rooms to gender-neutral and changing the sign.

The building codes have also been an ally in this movement. Presently, both 2021 edition plumbing codes

— International Plumbing Code (IPC) and Uniform Plumbing Code (UPC) — require any single-occupant

toilet room to be identi�ed as all-gender, meaning we are universally moving away from men’s and

women’s restrooms.

Additionally, the IPC 2021 edition allows all-gender toilet rooms for multiple use toilet rooms. The code

requires privacy for each water closet. It also requires urinals to be in separate compartments or visually

obstructed. The UPC will allow all-gender toilet rooms for multiple use toilet rooms in the 2024 edition.

The 2021 edition still prohibits multiple use all-gender toilet rooms. In the 2024 edition of the UPC, all-

gender toilet rooms will be allowed with a requirement that the water closets are in Type A privacy

compartments complying with IAPMO Z124.10. For urinals, they must be located in privacy compartments.

IAPMO is also actively seeking public input for the development of its Manual of Recommended Practice

for Toilet Room Design: All Gender, Health, Safety, Privacy, and Security. The manual will address all-

gender toilet room design. The deadline to submit comments is Dec. 19.

According to veteran PM Engineer Columnist Julius Ballanco, PE, CPD, F-ASPE, president of J.B.

Engineering and Code Consulting, the growing popularity of all-gender restrooms is being pushed by

architects, the transgender community and certain women’s groups looking for equality in use. “Multiple

use all-gender toilet rooms are also being promoted by colleges and universities. Hence, there will be a

growing interest in converting to all-gender toilet rooms on college campuses. Personally, I hope all-

gender toilet rooms grow in popularity. I think they will bene�t the public and add security to the use of

toilet rooms. I became a believer after using all-gender toilet rooms on a number of recent visits to

Europe. It seemed so normal in Europe.”

I can only concur, having used them in Europe myself. I’m de�nitely a fan, maybe just not of the ones with

see-through glass.

Whatever your religion this holiday season, I wish you joy, peace and happiness. Cheers to 2023!
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MULTIMEDIA
SPOTLIGHT PMEngineer.com

Adventures in Plumbing &

Heating with Dave Yates —

Vol. 3

BNP Media’s Plumbing Group is

proud to present the third installment

of “Adventures in Plumbing &

Heating,” featuring the expert advice

of industry veteran Dave Yates.

EBOOK
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Talking Legionella

prevention with NSF

International’s Michael

Conrad

PM Engineer Chief Editor Nicole

Krawcke chats with Michael Conrad,

senior technical manager at NSF

International. Conrad has nearly 15

years of experience in research and

technical roles in the water industry.

He is a Professional Engineer and

holds a Ph.D. in chemical

engineering from the University of

Toronto. His role is to develop risk

assessments and optimize water

management plans ensuring that

they meet regulatory requirements

and standard guidelines.

PODCAST

Manufacturers talk trends

from ASPE Expo

The 2022 ASPE Convention &

Expo welcomed nearly 4,000

industry professionals to

Indianapolis Sept. 16-21, making

it the third most-attended ASPE

Convention in the show’s 60-year

history. The show floor

highlighted more than 250

exhibiting companies. PM

Engineer stopped by several

manufacturer booths to hear the

industry’s latest trends.

VIDEO
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Thermostatic mixing valve changes

The market for electronic mixing valves will only

continue to grow.
Contact Julius

CODES || By Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE

At the recent ASPE Convention and Expo, I visited friends at the Leonard booth. I was invited to see their

new electronic thermostatic mixing valves. Simply stated, it was cool. The adjustment of the hot water

temperature setting was quick and easy on the basic model. The other models can connect to the

building management system, or even your cell phone.

Electronic thermostatic mixing valves are not new. I remember many years ago being introduced to

Armstrong’s Brain. That is also cool. Other manufacturers with electronic thermostatic mixing valves

include: Watts Powers, Cale� and Holby, to name just a few. It is anticipated that every thermostatic

mixing valve manufacturer will have an electronic valve on the market in the near future.  

In many ways, this was prompted by a change in the standard ASSE 1017. There was a request to develop

a new standard for electronic mixing valves that is similar to mechanical thermostatic mixing valves

complying with ASSE 1017. That request was rejected, with the compromise being to modify ASSE 1017 to

properly regulate all types of thermostatic mixing valves, including electronic valves.

The new standard was completed months ago; however, due to quirks in the consensus process, it was

only o�cially approved and �nalized this month. But every thermostatic mixing valve manufacturer was

aware of the changes because of their involvement in the working group. Thus, the in�ux of new

electronic mixing valves.

During a no-�ow, recirculation period of use, the electronic mixing valve will determine how

much hot water to add through the bypass in order to maintain the hot water temperature at the set

point. The electronics take the contractor setting out of the equation. I suspect all manufacturers

will start to promote this bene�t as another reason to consider switching to electronic mixing

valves.

When the updated standard was being developed, one of the questions that arose was whether there

would be di�erent temperature variations required between mechanical and electronic valves. Some of

the electronic valve manufacturers were interested in tighter requirements for electronic valves. The claim

being made was that electronic valves could hold a tighter tolerance, hence, they should be held to a

higher level than mechanical valves.  

Others on the working group saw the attempt at tighter tolerances as a marketing gimmick to promote

electronic valves over mechanical valves. The end result is the tolerance remains unchanged, whether

mechanical or electronic. For lower �ow rates, the hot water temperature can vary up to 3° F. For valves

having a �ow rate over 40 gpm, the variation in temperature can be 7° F. Between 5 and 40 gpm, the

variation is 5° F.

Another hot issue during the updating of ASSE 1017 regarded mandating integral check valves. There

were some who wanted all thermostatic mixing valves to have integral check valves. Not all

manufacturers have integral check valves. There was also a question regarding the quality of some

integral check valves.

The change in the standard requires valves with integral check valves to pass a new cross�ow test, thus

verifying the performance of the check valves. If integral check valves are not included in the thermostatic

mixing valve, the manufacturer’s installation instructions must include a statement that check valves are

required on the hot and cold water supply to the thermostatic mixing valve.

What is not addressed in the updated standard is the issue of “creep” when there is a recirculation

system. “Creep,” or unintended rise or lowering of the hot water temperature, is considered a design and

installation issue, not a valve issue. This happens to be correct in that a proper by-pass has to be installed

allowing some of the recirculating water to return to the water heater to reheat the water through the

thermostatic mixing valve.

The bypass piping arrangement is typically addressed in the installation instructions for the thermostatic

mixing valve. However, there is no requirement in ASSE 1017 for the manufacturer to include such

installation instructions. Many manufacturers show a ball valve rather than a controlling or throttling valve

on the bypass. The ball valve is often shown because of a misunderstanding of the plumbing code

requirements. The plumbing codes allow a globe valve for controlling the water �ow through a bypass. If

the contractor does not properly set the bypass valve, there will be temperature creep through a manual

thermostatic mixing valve.

I have noticed that some of the manufacturers of electronic mixing valves are promoting the fact that the

electronic mixing valve will prevent creep and the setting of a bypass valve is unnecessary. That is one of

the often missed advantages of an electronic mixing valve. During a no-�ow, recirculation period of use,

the electronic mixing valve will determine how much hot water to add through the bypass in order to

maintain the hot water temperature at the set point. The electronics take the contractor setting out of the

equation. I suspect all manufacturers will start to promote this bene�t as another reason to consider

switching to electronic mixing valves.

With the new edition of ASSE 1017, engineers will now be able to level the playing �eld between electronic

mixing valves and mechanical thermostatic mixing valves. Every valve, whether electronic or mechanical,

will have to meet the same requirements. As in the past, manufacturers will promote how much better their

valves are compared to what the standard allows. That’s �ne, just realize there are no testing

requirements for “better” in the standard. However, a manufacturer can choose to share their test results

from a third-party testing laboratory to prove their point.

Having been a member of the ASSE 1017 working group, just about every manufacturer asks us engineers

whether there will be a switch to electronic mixing valves. My answer is always the same. It appears that

the market for electronic mixing valves will only continue to grow. However, the market for mechanical

thermostatic mixing valves, whether using liquid, wax, or bimetal, will always be a part of our profession.

Engineers like being able to closely control the temperature of hot water.

The updated standard is a nice gift for the end of the year. I hope you can take time to spend with your

family and friends during the holiday season. As we appear to be coming out of the great COVID-19

pandemic, I hope everyone has the opportunity to meet in person to celebrate the holidays.

I want to wish all of you a very Merry Christmas, Happy Hanukkah, Happy Holidays and a successful and

Happy New Year.

The views expressed here are strictly those of the author and do not necessarily represent PM Engineer or BNP Media.

Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE, is president of J.B. Engineering and Code Consulting , P.C . in Munster, Indiana. He can be

reached at by email  at jbengineer@aol.com.
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Aiming lower — part one
Modifying high-temperature distribution

systems for lower-temperature operation.

Contact John

RENEWABLE HEATING DESIGN || By John Siegenthaler, P.E.

What characteristic do solar thermal collectors, hydronic heat pumps and thermal storage tanks supplied

by biomass boilers have in common? Answer: They all perform best when coupled to distribution systems

that operate at low supply water temperatures.  

But that’s not what’s waiting for them in most North American homes. Instead, it’s common to encounter

space heating distribution systems designed in the days of lower-cost fuels, and when boilers burning

those fuels were by far the most common heat source. Heat emitters were sized around water

temperatures of 180° F or higher. The design rationale was simple, higher water temperatures meant small

heat emitters and lower installation cost. Boilers of that era were not designed to condense �ue gases, so

e�ciencies in the range of perhaps 85-87% represent the practical “ceiling” of thermal performance. In

short, there was little if any incentive to design distribution systems around lower water temperatures.

Fast forward to today, and a situation where an installer is asked to replace an aging boiler with an air-to-

water or geothermal water-to-water heat pump. If the installer does a “cut and paste” replacement by

removing the boiler and dropping a new heat pump in its place, trouble is sure to follow.  

For example, most current generation water-to-water and air-to-water heat pumps can only produce water

temperatures in the range of 120° to 130° F. If saddled to a distribution system that was sized to release

design load output at 180° F average water temperature, the heat pump will quickly trip o� on a high-

temperature limit, requiring a manual reset after each trip. The existing distribution system simply cannot

release heat at the same rate as the heat pump is adding heat when operating at a water temperature 50°

to 60° F lower than what it was designed for.

Moving downward

There are two fundamental ways to reduce the supply water temperature of any hydronic heating system.

The �rst is to reduce the design load of the building envelope through improvements such as added

insulation, better windows and lower air leakage, and second, add heat emitters to the existing system. A

combination of these two approaches is also possible.

Building envelope improvements reduce the design heating load of the building. After these

improvements are made, the existing hydronic distribution system can — without modi�cation — meet the

reduced design load while operating at lower supply water temperatures.

In theory, and discounting any o�sets due to internal heat gain, the change in supply water temperature is

proportional to the change in design heating load. The new supply water temperature can be determined

based on the same concepts used for outdoor reset control. It can be calculated using Formula 1:

Where:

Tnew = supply water temperature at design load after building envelope improvements (°F)

Tin = desired indoor air temperature (°F)

Qnew = design heating load after building envelope improvements (Btu/h)

Qexisting = existing design heating load (before improvements) (Btu/h)

TDe = existing supply water temperature at design load (before improvements) (Btu/h)

For example, consider a building that has a design heating load of 100,000 Btu/h, based on maintaining

an interior temperature of 70° F. The existing hydronic distribution system uses standard �nned-tube

baseboard and requires a supply water temperature of 180° F at design load conditions. Assume that

improvements to the building envelope have reduced the design load from 100,000 Btu/h to 70,000

Btu/h. The new supply water temperature to the existing distribution system under design load conditions

is calculated using Formula 1:

Figure 1 shows the supply water temperature versus outdoor temperature for the original load, as well as

the reduced load after the building envelope improvement were made. This �gure assumes that the

outdoor design temperature is 0° F.

Figure 1 E NLA R G E

In this case, reducing the design heating load from 100,000 Btu/h to 70,000 Btu/h reduced the required

supply water temperature at design load from 180° F to 147° F. Although this is certainly an improvement, it

is still substantially above what some renewable energy heat sources can consistently provide.

More emitters

If reducing the design heating load of the building does not lower the required water temperature to the

desired value, it will be necessary to add heat emitters to the system.

If the original system used �nned-tube baseboard heat emitters, it may be possible to add more of the

same emitters. Another option might be to change some existing baseboard for “high-output” baseboard.

It’s also possible to add di�erent types of heat emitters such as panel radiators, fan-coils or select areas of

radiant panels.

The choice of which type of heat emitter to add will depend on several factors, including:

More baseboard

Let’s proceed with the assumption that more �n-tube baseboard will be added. The following procedure

can be used to calculate the amount of baseboard to be added to reduce the supply water temperature

at design load to a pre-determined value. It assumes that the added baseboard is the same make and

model as the existing baseboard. It also assumes that the existing baseboard is a standard residential-

grade product with nominal 2.25-inch square aluminum �ns with an I=B=R rated output of approximately

600 Btu/h/ft at 200° F water temperature.

Step 1: Accurately determine the building’s design heat load using Manual J or equivalent procedures.

Step 2: Determine the total length of �nned-tube in the existing distribution system. Do not include the

length of tubing that doesn’t have �ns. The existing �nned-tube length will be designated as Le.

Step 3: Determine the desired (lower) supply water temperature for which the system is to supply design

load output. A suggested value is 120° F.

Step 4: Estimate the lower average circuit water temperature by subtracting 5° to 10° F from the supply

water temperature determined in Step 3.

Step 5: Find the new average circuit water temperature on the horizontal axis of the graph in Figure 2.

Draw a vertical line up from this point until it intersects the red curve. Draw a horizontal line from this

intersection to the vertical axis of the graph, and read the heat output of the �nned tube at the lower

average circuit water temperature. This number is designated as qL. The green lines and numbers in

Figure 2 show how qL is determined for an average circuit water temperature of 115° F.

�. Availability of different makes/models of heat emitters;

�. Cost of the new heat emitters;

�. How difficult it is to integrate the new heat emitters into the building;

�. Aesthetic preferences;

�. Floor coverings (in the case of radiant floor panels);

�. Surface temperature limitations (in the case of radiant panels); and

�. The specific supply water temperature that is to supply design load output in the renovated distribution

system.

Figure 2 E NLA R G E

Step 6: Determine the length of baseboard to be added using Formula 2.

Where:

Ladded = length of �nned-tube of same make/model baseboard to be added (feet)

design load = design heating load of building (Btu/h)

qL = output of baseboard at the lower average circuit water temperature (Btu/h/ft)

Le = total existing length of baseboard in system (feet)

Here’s an example. Assume a building has a calculated design load of 40,000 Btu/h, and its distribution

system contains 120 feet of standard residential �nned-tube baseboard. It is currently heated by a

conventional cast iron boiler. The goal is to reduce the supply water temperature to 120° F at design

conditions, using more of the same baseboard. Assume the temperature drop of the distribution system is

10°F. Estimate the amount of baseboard that must be added:

Solution:

Step 1: The design load has been calculated as 40,000 Btu/h.

Step 2: The total amount of �nned-tube in the system is 120 feet.

Step 3: The lower supply water temperature at design load will be 120° F.

Step 4: The lower average circuit water temperature will be 120 - (10/2) = 115° F.

Step 5: The output of the �nned-tube at an average circuit water temperature of 115° F is determined from

Figure 2 as 146 Btu/h/ft.

Step 6: The required additional length of baseboard is now calculated using Formula 2:

Although it might be possible to add 154 feet of baseboard to the system, it would require lots of wall

space. In most buildings, adding this much baseboard is not a practical solution. Alternatives include

using baseboard with higher heat output or using other types of heat emitters to achieve the necessary

design load output.

Bigger fins/shorter lengths 

Another option is to consider adding “high output” �nned-tube baseboard rather than standard

baseboard. Figure 3 shows the heat available from one brand of high-output baseboard (shown as the

blue curve), and for comparison, standard residential baseboard (shown as the red curve).

Figure 3 E NLA R G E

The steps of the previous procedure can be modi�ed to determine the amount of high-output �nned-tube

baseboard that is required to reduce the supply water temperature to the system under design load.

Steps 1-4: Same as before.

Step 5: Determine the output of high-output baseboard at the average circuit water temperature using

Figure 3 (or manufacturer’s literature for a speci�c make and model).

Step 6:  The required length of high output baseboard to add to the system is found using Formula 3.

Where:

Lho = length of high output �nned-tube baseboard to be added (feet)

design load = design heating load of building (Btu/h)

qL = output of existing baseboard at the lower average water temperature (Btu/h/ft)

Le = total existing length of baseboard in system (feet)

qho = output of high output baseboard at the lower average water temperature (Btu/h/ft)

Here’s another example: Assume a building has a calculated design load of 40,000 Btu/h, and its

distribution system contains 120 feet of standard residential �nned-tube baseboard. The goal is to reduce

the supply water temperature under design load to 120° F. Additional high-output baseboard will be

added to allow this lower water temperature operation. Assume the temperature drop of the distribution

system at design load is 10° F, and this existing baseboard has the same output as in the previous

example (146 Btu/h/ft at average circuit water temperature of 115° F). Determine the amount of high-output

baseboard required based on the performance shown in Figure 3.

Solution:

Step 1: The design load has been calculated as 40,000 Btu/h

Step 2: The total amount of �nned-tube in the system is 120 feet

Step 3:  The new lower supply water temperature at design load will be 120° F

Step 4: The new lower average circuit water temperature will be 120 - 5 = 115° F

Step 5:  The output of high output �nned-tube at an average water temperature of 115° F is determined

from Figure 3 as 335 Btu/h/ft.

Step 6: The required length of high output baseboard to add to the system is found using Formula 3.

Although this is a substantial reduction compared to the 154 feet of additional standard baseboard

required in the previous example, it is still a substantial length. The building must be carefully evaluated to

see if this additional length of baseboard can be accommodated.

If the added length of high output baseboard cannot be accommodated, another option is to raise the

supply water temperature constraint from 120° to 130° F under design load conditions. This would reduce

the amount of added high-output baseboard to 40 feet. However, the higher the water temperature the

lower the e�ciency of the renewable heat source.

Adding other heat emitters 

If the amount of �nned-tube baseboard that needs to be added is beyond what can be accommodated,

there are several other added heat emitter options. They include panel radiators, fan-coils or areas of

radiant �oor, radiant wall or radiant ceiling panels. In each case, the selection of these new heat emitters

should be based on a selected supply water temperature at design load, along with a “credit” for the

existing heat emitters in the system operating at the lower supply water temperature. The fundamental

concept is represented by Formula 4.

Where:

Qn = required heat output of the new heat emitters at lower supply water temperature (Btu/h)

design load = the design heating load of the building (Btu/h)

Qe = heat output of existing heat emitters at the lower supply water temperature (Btu/h)

Once the value of Qn is determined, the designer can use tables or graphs from manufacturers to

determine the heat output of speci�c heat emitters based on the average water temperature within them.

 Remember that the average water temperature will be 5° to 10° F lower than the supply water

temperature.  

The goal is to select a grouping of new heat emitters with a total heat output that’s approximately equal to

the value of Qn in Formula 4.

Here’s a �nal example.  Assume a building has a calculated design load of 40,000 Btu/h, and its

distribution system contains 120 feet of standard residential �nned-tube baseboard. The goal is to reduce

the supply water temperature to 120° F under design load conditions. Panel radiators are available in 24”

x 72” sizes that can release 4,233 Btu/h when operated at an average water temperature of 115° F in

rooms with 70° F interior temperature. How many of these radiators are necessary to meet the design

load?

Solution: First, use Formula 4 to determine the output required of the new radiators. The number of

radiators needed is then found as follows:

The designer could either add six of these panel radiators or choose a slightly higher supply water

temperature and use 5 radiators.

Another option is to use panel radiators of di�erent sizes, provided that their total output at the lower

supply water temperature could meet the value of Qn. In this example, the six new radiators would be

combined with the 120 feet of existing baseboard to provide the 40,000 Btu/h design load.

A similar calculation could be made for fan coils, air handlers or other heat emitters.  

In the case of radiant panels, the designer needs to determine the output of each square foot of panel

based on the lower average circuit temperature, and the speci�c construction of the panel. The total

required panel area is found by dividing this number by the value of Qn.

Piping options 

Once the amount of additional baseboard is determined, designers can turn their attention to how it

should be piped into the distribution system. We’ll cover that in part two.

Creative-Touch/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

John Siegenthaler , P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of  Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent , New York. In partnership

with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth design- level training in modern hydronic systems,

air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. The fourth edition of his textbook — “Modern Hydronic Heating & Cooling” —

was released in Apri l . For more information, visit www.hydronicpros.com.
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Balancing act
Understanding torque and rotating forces.

WATER COOLER CONVERSATIONS  ||  

By Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD and Mark Jussaume

“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keep moving.” — Albert Einstein.

Why does a bike stay balanced when you are moving and fall to the side when you are standing still?

Anyone who has ridden a bike knows that if you keep moving you won’t fall but as soon as you come to

a stop you will need to put your feet on the ground or risk tipping over. Most people think it has to do with

the spinning wheels, like a gyroscope, that keeps the bike upright. It’s much more complicated than that,

and not well understood by most engineers and scientists.

In 2011, an international team of bike enthusiasts reported that after 150 years of existence, no one could

explain why a bike stays upright. They determined that to mathematically explain why a bike stays upright

requires 25 variables including the angle of front forks with the road, wheel weight and wheel size.  

Bikes seem so simple, and most of us would think we have a reasonable understanding of why they stay

upright. The reason they stay vertical has very little to do with the spinning wheels and explaining how

bikes stay balanced is much more complicated than explaining why planes �y. Even still, the curiosity in

us is what sometimes can strike a spark of inspiration and learn about the mechanics of spinning wheels

or the spinning planets in the universe itself.

I would be willing to bet that most of us have tried out a toy spinning top at some point in our childhood.

Some of us may have even had one of those really cool gyroscopes that spun around on a stand and

could do tricks with. It’s interesting to me what keeps a top spinning and how its axis of rotation starts to

drift before it comes to rest. While we may not be able to explain how a bicycle stays balanced, we can

start to understand the forces that work on spinning objects.

I’ll be the �rst to admit that I always thought torque was the force that was applied to the end of a lever,

like a torque wrench. Distance times force was simple enough to understand. For example, 20 foot-

pounds meant you applied 20 pounds of force to a wrench — or lever — that was 1 foot long. As it turns

out, torque is the rotational equivalent of that linear force. The interesting part is that the direction of

torque is along the axis of what is being turned. In the case of a nut being tightened or loosened, the

torque acts in the direction of the bolt axis, depending on if you are doing “righty tighty or lefty loosey.”

The most common concern for building engineers when it comes to torque and rotating

forces is how we specify our rotating equipment. We should think about what types of

fans and pumps we specify; end-suction, horizontal split case, vertical, in-line, etc. and

understand how the sha�s and bearing lives are a�ected.

Understanding static concepts is fundamental to design and engineering. What happens when something

starts to actually move is a di�erent story, sometimes best understood by example or experimentation. In

the example of the spinning top, torque and gravity counteract one another. As the angular velocity

begins to decrease, you may notice that the axis starts to shift. This is called gyroscopic precession, or

precession for short. Upon further observation, we can see that the precession increases as the top

begins to slow down, as if the top had a life of its own, balancing the forces acting upon it to remain

upright.

In the �eld of building engineering, there are few if any examples of gyroscopic precession. Like a bicycle,

it is bene�cial to �x the axis of rotation so that we can better control the forces in play and perform useful

work. One example that does come to mind of a rotating mass and an applied force vector is that which

is caused by the governor on a diesel engine designed to drive a �re pump. While the variable frequency

drive for electric motors has become commonplace in the last two decades, mechanical engineers

�gured out a way to control the speed of a rotating machine that is designed to react to a variable load,

like that of a �re pump, centuries ago. The device is called a centrifugal governor. In fact, the �rst

centrifugal governors were used to lower or raise grinding stones driven by windmills during the process

of milling. This went back to the 17th century.

While centrifugal governors do not exhibit gyroscopic precession, or torque for that matter, they do utilize

centrifugal force to raise and lower a sleeve on a spindle and throttle the amount of fuel being fed to an

engine, thus varying the engine’s speed. A centrifugal governor rotates at a speed proportional to the

engine speed. It has two metal �yweights that are attached to linkages and rotate around a rod that

moves up and down on a center post.

Imagine a �re pump curve. As the pump takes on more load and operates near full �ow, the diesel engine

driving the pump would slow down and not deliver adequate �ow and pressure. The governor would also

slow down, and the rotating �yweights would drop towards the spindle, thus raising a spring, opening the

throttle and allowing more fuel to the engine, causing it to speed up. The opposite would happen under

low �ow. Under a reduced load, the engine speeds up, the �yweights spin out further, thus closing the

throttle and causing the engine to slow down.

The most common concern for building engineers when it comes to torque and rotating forces is how we

specify our rotating equipment. We should think about what types of fans and pumps we specify; end-

suction, horizontal split case, vertical, in-line, etc. and understand how the shafts and bearing lives are

a�ected. Just the other day I came to understand from a pump manufacturers representative that pumps

are designed not only to compensate for the rotational forces, but for the forces caused by the �uids

being pumped as well.

Staying open and curious about how things work is essential to our growth as professionals and

tradespeople. Next time you are struggling to solve a challenging problem just remember, you don’t have

to explain how to ride a bike to enjoy it; just keep moving and you will stay in balance.   

mikkelwilliam/E+ via Getty Images.

Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD, is the plumbing and f ire protection discipl ine leader at Smith Group ’s Boston off ice. He can be reached

by email  at ethan.grossman@smithgroup.com.

Mark Jussaume , PE, is a vice president and the Boston off ice director for SmithGroup . Jussaume’s focus is creating a supportive

environment that invites people to learn, grow and thrive. He joined the previous f irm nearly 30 years ago as a mechanical engineer

with a passion for performing meaningful work. His steady rise through a variety of leadership roles culminated in him serving as

that f irm’s CEO unti l  i t  was acquired and successfully integrated into SmithGroup in 2018 .
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The ANSI process versus

governmental process
A plumbing professional engineer’s view.

Plumbing Talking Points  

||  By David Dexter

“De�nition: 2.1.1 Governmental Member — A Governmental Member shall be a governmental unit,

department or agency engaged in the administration, formulation, implementation or enforcement of

laws, ordinances, rules or regulations relating to the public health, safety and welfare. Each

Governmental Member shall designate its Primary Representative who will receive bene�ts of

membership in the Council on behalf of the Governmental Member as determined by the Board of

Directors from time to time.” — Bylaws for the International Code Council

“Provision: The International Code Council develops construction and public safety codes through a

governmental consensus process. The governmental consensus process leaves the �nal

determination of code provisions in the hands of public safety o�cials who, with no vested �nancial

interest, can legitimately represent the public interest. This system of code development has provided

the highest level of safety in the world for more than 90 years.” — Code Development Process — ICC

When I saw the lines above on the ICC website, as a licensed professional engineer, I got a little “�red up”

by the implication that anything other than the public interest would motivate participation in the code

development process. The ICC only allows government representatives who are also ICC members to

have the �nal say in code development.

But that is really not fair to professional engineers or other stakeholders. Rules, regulations and standards

are there to protect the public good. We engineers have a duty to serve the public good. It is expected —

demanded even — that we apply our knowledge in the making of sound judgments as it relates to code

development. We are expected to fairly evaluate the proposal placed before us. We are expected to be

fair in our judgment of said proposals without regard to outside solicitation or inducement.

Stakeholders, governmental members and vested financial interest

“Governmental members” may desire a public perception of having “no vested �nancial interest in” the

development process. But there is no requirement or mandate for them to be transparent in avoiding

con�icts of interest. Registered professional engineers, on the other hand, must recuse themselves from

decisions when there is a perceived or actual con�ict of interest. Failing to do so can mean a reprimand,

suspension, �ne or even the loss of licensure.

With their educational background and demonstrated and veri�ed competency in their discipline,

registered professional engineers have long proved that they are an important part of the code

development process. After all, expertise should be the most important factor in developing a code.

While many “governmental” stakeholders may not intentionally tilt the �nal

decision, the best way to guard against the possibility is for all stakeholders to

be represented, with no single group having control.  

Installers, inspectors and manufacturers are also important to the code development process.  Each of

these stakeholders brings a di�erent,valuable and needed expertise to the process. But the question

remains: How can everyday citizens make sure everyone in the process is acting on behalf of the public

good and not some hidden agendas?

The answer is ANSI’s (American National Standards Institute) consensus process. ANSI provides third-

party guidance and oversight, ensuring that individuals from di�erent backgrounds have a seat at the

table. ANSI’s requirements ensure that a code development process is open, balanced and addresses the

priorities of designers, code enforcers, construction communities, consumers, the general public and

others. Together, this group focuses on sound technical decisions that protect the health, safety and

welfare of local citizens at the lowest possible upfront and long-term costs.

While many “governmental” stakeholders may not intentionally tilt the �nal decision, the best way to

guard against the possibility is for all stakeholders to be represented, with no single group having control.

 

Bottom line: Every step of the code development and alteration process needs to be open, transparent,

and subject to consensus within the process as well. This is especially true for the composition of its

deciding members.

No one individual nor any group, regardless of their well-meaning intentions, should have control and

�nal say when it comes to the protection of public health, safety, and welfare.

The ICC is the only model code developer that not only allows but requires the �nal decision on code to

be made only by “Governmental” members (except for its energy code; more on that below).

That is not a consensus process.

IECC “going ANSI” = inconsistently

The ICC does indeed claim to follow an “ANSI-like process” when it comes to the International Energy

Conservation Code (IECC). But in reality, the IECC fails to comply with due process requirements of ANSI,

including the submittal of PINS (Project Initiation Noti�cation System), BSR (Board of Standards Review),

ANSI approval, or a third-party appeals process. Furthermore, this “ANSI process” that the ICC follows is

not subject to audits, an important part of the o�cial ANSI accreditation process. The ICC made the

switch in its procedures last year when problems occurred in its governmental-member-only process.  The

problem is they didn’t switch the other codes that they develop to similar oversight: The International

Plumbing Code (IPC), International Mechanical Code (IMC) and the other 11 “I-Codes” remain under the

governmental code process.   

The ICC gave these reasons why an ANSI process is preferred over the governmental process for the

IECC:

I couldn’t have said it better!

So now the question is: If all these considerations apply to the energy code, why do they not apply to the

governance of plumbing and mechanical systems as well? Plumbing, in my experience as a professional

engineer, requires quite a bit of technical discussion.  

And why wouldn’t the ICC want a process that not only allows for more consideration of cost

e�ectiveness, but also speeds up the response to new technologies? Heck, why don’t these arguments

extend to mechanical codes, building codes, etc.? Why should any jurisdiction accept a code that isn’t

developed by an ANSI process? With concerns of waterborne pathogens and water quality increasing,

while water resources have been diminishing, with viruses surviving in human waste, medical gas system

capacities being taxed by global pandemics, and the digitalization and electroni�cation of plumbing

systems occurring, the plumbing industry is undergoing a very rapid rate of technical change.

Even the American Institute of Architects (AIA) and others have pointed out this inconsistency and asked

why all 13 I-Code books aren’t developed the same way as the IECC is now.

ANSI code process = best science and best interest for public good

It would appear that the ICC remains committed to giving governmental members the �nal say on code

changes. This is not, in my judgment, in the public’s best interest. The ANSI process requires the code

development to be open and transparent. It allows for more technical discussion. While ICC committees

and working groups may try to be “balanced (no one group of stakeholders having a majority or control),”

they are under no requirement to be. And it’s a moot point since committees and working groups don’t

have a vote and can be completely overruled when it comes to �nal code language.

The ICC has no incentive to change its practices without the demand of the stakeholders as well as

municipalities adopting their building codes.

This is why, as a professional engineer who speci�es in plumbing, I think the Uniform Plumbing Code

(UPC) may be a better selection for a plumbing code. I prefer codes to be developed under the ANSI

process, and I like the Uniform Codes for plumbing and mechanical standards use that process.  Because

the ANSI process leads with the science to help communities build resiliency and more open process.

Codes need to be based on science, to prioritize �exibility, and to allow for performance considerations

and not necessarily be prescriptive. The UPC appears to do this better than the ICC.

The UPC is the only plumbing code that follows the ANSI process and uses consensus from a balanced

technical committee made up of a wide variety of interest groups to make decisions. To recap why that

matters:

While the Uniform Codes do subscribe to the ANSI process, a word of caution must be o�ered, the �nal

code approval group is heavily in�uenced by plumber/pipe�tter associations (the UA in particular). Many

of the changes proposed by the consensus group are often overruled, for their own reasons/agenda, by

the plumber/pipe�tters associations. Also note that the UPC is much more restrictive on the subject of

venting. Many of the IPC venting systems are not found in the UPC. Since these venting systems are

simpler and a proven means of venting, they require less labor and material.  This is where the laws of

engineering, science, and physics should prevail as they do not change by jurisdiction.

As a licensed professional engineer, I took a solemn oath to protect the public health, safety and welfare

above all other considerations. IAPMO in the UPC agrees and follows a process that gives engineers a

voice and a say — and that di�erence is worth knowing when adopting plumbing codes:  Which code

really serves the public interest?

“The topics included in the energy code require more technical discussion than currently

allowed;”

“Switching to an ANSI standard process would prevent “manipulation” of vote;”

“Switching to the ANSI standard would allow for more consideration of cost-effectiveness and

quicker responses to new technologies …”

The ANSI process is the best process to develop standards and codes because it allows for

needed technical discussions; input from all affected stakeholders;

The ANSI process is transparent and prevents manipulation of votes;

The ANSI process is THE code development process that gives engineers like us — and other

interest groups that care about public health and safety — not only a voice but a say in code

development;

The ANSI process requires public review and comment; and

The ANSI process requires the ability to appeal, both at the developer level and to ANSI. That

additional oversight is important if/when something goes astray.

everythingpossible/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

David D.  Dexter , FNSPE, FASPE, CPD, CPI, CPE, LEED BD+C , PE, is a registered professional engineer, certif ied plumbing inspector

and plans examiner and master plumber. He has more than 40 years of experience in the instal lation and design of plumbing

systems, special izing in plumbing , f ire protection and HVAC design as well  as forensics related to mechanical system fai lures.

Dexter also chairs ASPE’s Main Design Standards Committee and the ASPE Bylaws Committee.
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After construction, what’s left behind?

Don’t lose sight of how equipment and system

components are installed for routine service,

maintenance and replacement needs in the future.

ENGINEER’S CORNER  ||  By Todd Stuart, P.E.

There are some amazing builders in our industry that I’ve been fortunate to work with — men and women

who lead teams with great success while at the same time building great leaders beside them.  It’s an

attitude driven by doing all the things the right way, along with a care for people and clients that brings

great results. We should begin every project with the end in mind — a safe and successful execution,

proper installations, great functionality, team building and client satisfaction. We interview, get pumped up

for the wins, teams get assembled, projects are delivered with high expectations and then we take it to the

next opportunity. Let’s zoom in on where the system installations represent a successful project and what

we leave behind.

In the kicko� phase, many projects today are modeled by the construction team using BIM coordination

and clash detection. This greatly impacts and improves the constructability of the systems being installed

and also identi�es con�icts early. Modeling also drives prefabrication opportunities if done early enough.

There is a lot of variability in the level of coordination in design, depending on the amount of progress the

design team has made when the modeling e�ort begins.

It’s not uncommon to �nd MEP system layouts referred to as “diagrammatic” with general routing shown.

This is done in the interest of clarity, but there should also be an expectation that systems will �t where

MEP is generally shown and paired with the architectural and structural system designs (design layouts

are the cost basis for system installations and pricing). When we are modeling systems in space and

above ceilings, top priority should be placed on service clearances for equipment and accessibility to

equipment and components that need to be accessible due to building codes, maintenance, and

replacement activities. My frequent input to modeling includes:

After a completed model is assembled and signed o�, we typically submit the individual trades’ re�ected

work for shop drawing review. This is an opportunity for the designer to verify �nal layouts and

compliance with the design. It’s not uncommon that some shifting or relocations are required. When this is

signi�cant and systems have changed position dramatically, it can negatively impact system performance,

speci�cally with pumps or fans and how they’ve been sized and selected. There may be costs to consider,

potentially positive and negative in nature.

Avoid installing equipment and hydronic or domestic piping above ceilings with specialty finishes and

at higher elevations, such as hotel and hospital lobby areas. Access is difficult, and condensation or

smalls leaks over time can be a problem;

Keep HVAC and plumbing equipment within three feet of the ceiling elevation for maintenance and

service access;

Install control valves and auxiliary pumps serving roof-mounted equipment above the ceiling and in

accessible locations to simplify connections and wiring to these devices and testing/balancing work (it

also frees up space in pipe chases);

Install system components that don’t need regular access at higher elevations (main distribution piping

and larger ducts);

Include hangers and seismic supports in the model so that these are not obstructions to access panels

on equipment when the work is installed in the field; and

Include all systems in the model that need to be coordinated in the space with MEP systems including

fire sprinkler, BMS controls, structural wall supports and building framing at priority walls.

Modeling has a signi�cant e�ect on setting up good installations, but these systems have to work

and perform like we want when it’s time to bring them online, even when all the “stu� �ts.” Pipe

slope, air management, service access, routine cleaning and testing needs, and equipment

replacement (one day down the road) should always be part of the conversation. Having your

foremen, superintendent, project manager and BIM detailers who have su�cient knowledge and

understanding of system operation included in the modeling e�ort is key.

Installing systems like they are shown in the model then becomes the focus. Having systems that “�t” in

the computer model ahead of actual installation has been a game changer in our industry (I do remember

working with vellum sheets and light tables!). Once the trade partners have made su�cient progress with

installations, we are doing “�rst work in place” inspections. Mock-ups are also popular in our industry for

client and design team approval. These evaluations help �ush out issues that weren’t anticipated. It also

sets up the bigger breadth of the project installations for success and less rework. Rework can be a killer

when it comes to schedule, progress and pro�tability.  

Modeling has a signi�cant e�ect on setting up good installations, but these systems have to work and

perform like we want when it’s time to bring them online, even when all the “stu� �ts.” Pipe slope, air

management, service access, routine cleaning and testing needs, and equipment replacement (one day

down the road) should always be part of the conversation. Having your foremen, superintendent, project

manager and BIM detailers who have su�cient knowledge and understanding of system operation

included in the modeling e�ort is key. We shouldn’t ever lose sight of how and where we’re installing

equipment and system components so that our facility engineers and maintenance teams can perform

routine service and repairs.  

I often refer to the ASHRAE handbook for life cycle information on mechanical equipment and

components when comparing system options and ownership costs for clients. With service life data that

extends over decades, it’s obvious (to me) that the approach to serviceability and how we build and turn

over mechanical and plumbing systems to the end user is critical to the longevity and reliability of what

we’re installing. I like to think about “feeling good” about what we turn over in a project and leave behind

for our owner and facilities teams — this is the kind of thing that follows you in business, you know.

Today’s systems are more complicated and sophisticated than they were 10 or 20 years ago, and great

MEP engineers and contractors are more important than ever to design and build projects that perform

and endure the test of time!  

Francesco Scatena/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Todd Stuart, PE, is vice president and East region engineering services director at JE Dunn Construction. Stuart is a l icensed

professional engineer and mechanical contractor with 28 years of experience in the construction industry. He is a graduate of the

Georgia Institute of Technology and the University of Georgia. He is married with three children and l ives in Atlanta.
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Dan Holohan: Divvying up the bill
Multifamily heating: Who pays? Contact Dan

HEATING HELP  ||  By Nicole Krawcke

There’s long been talk about how to divvy up the heating expenses in buildings that have tenants. Should

each tenant have their own meter? Their own boiler? Boilers are a lot smaller than they used to be, right?

In Europe, you’ll often see those little ones hanging around in the kitchen. I remember seeing those wall-

hung boilers at the big ISH show in Frankfurt, Germany the �rst time I visited there in 1991. I had to ask

what they were because, to me, a boiler was something that hunched on the basement �oor and weighed

more than a compact car. The ones at the show looked more like medicine cabinets.

On that visit, I also saw evaporative Btu meters for the �rst time. I was in the basement restroom of a tiny

bar and looking at the white (well sort of) �at-panel radiator that hung over the urinal. It had what looked

like a mercury thermometer stuck to it.

With the exception of my buddies, who were all from America, no one spoke English in that bar so I wasn’t

able to �nd out what the thing on the radiator was. I did try, though.

“Radiator?” I said to the barmaid.

“Ich verstehe nicht,” she said, shaking her head.

“Downstairs?” I pointed toward the spiral staircase.

 “Ya?”

“Ouch!” I pantomimed touching a hot radiator and shaking my burnt hands. She looked from me to my

buddies. Raised an eyebrow.

“He likes heating things,” Bob said.

“Ich verstehe nicht,” she shook her head. Shrugged.

“She doesn’t understand,” Bob said.

“Radiator! Ouch!” I said louder this time because that’s what Americans will always do. I held my palms

over an imaginary radiator.

“Ahh, der heizkörper?” she said, mimicking my hand motion.

“Yes! Radiator. Has thing stuck on it?” I made a small rectangle with my �ngers. Pretended to stick it to der

heizkörper.

She shrugged. Pointed at my half-empty glass. I nodded. She left to get me another beer.

But now I really needed to know. I was seeing thermometer-like devices everywhere. Isn’t it funny how

when you start looking you actually start seeing? They were in every store we went into. I would point at

them and wonder. Were these there to show the individual room temperature? If not that, what else could

they be doing?

The electronic versions are, of course, much more accurate because they measure the

temperature di�erence across the radiator as well as the �ow rate through the radiator. From

there, it’s easy to see how many Btu each person is using. But those fancy meters are more

expensive than the throw-away, stick-on ones. There’s no stopping progress, though.

And then I decided to ask an English-speaking engineer at the ISH show, which is what I should have

done in the �rst place, and probably would have had there not been beer involved. He laughed and told

me that what I was seeing was an evaporative Btu meter.

“They’re on just about every radiator in a rental space, both stores and apartments,” he said. “German law

demands it.”

The only solution is to replace the steam heat with something else, and these days, that’s looking more

and more like heat pumps.

I asked how they work and he explained that the landlord mounts one on each radiator at the start of the

heating season. They contain a �uid that evaporates in the presence of heat. At the end of the heating

season, the landlord collects them all and compares one to the other. How much of the �uid is gone from

each? That will determine how much each tenant will pay for that winter’s heat. It’s beautifully simple.

“Do people try to cheat?” I said.

“That’s di�cult,” he said. “Each is put on with a seal, and if someone breaks the seal then they pay for the

entire content of the device. Most people just go along and pay their fair share. This is Germany. We wait

for red lights to turn green before crossing streets. Even if there are no cars coming.”

“We don’t do that in New York,” I said. “The tra�c lights are just suggestions.”

“Ya.”

Two years later, when I was back at ISH, I started to see electronic versions of the Btu meters. I thought

about the evaporative ones for years, though, because in New York, where there was so much steam

heat, you could have sold those stick-on meters by the millions. They sense heat and only heat. If a tenant

chooses to have the radiator on, the meter will know it and the �uid will evaporate. If the tenant closes the

radiator’s supply valve when the room gets too warm, the meter will also know that. I thought this would

be the perfect way to meter steam usage in individual apartments.

But no one ever brought them to the American market and now no one makes them. What a missed

opportunity that was. I suppose the Europeans didn’t see it because there’s no steam heat over there.

Alas.

The electronic versions are, of course, much more accurate because they measure the temperature

di�erence across the radiator as well as the �ow rate through the radiator. From there, it’s easy to see how

many Btu each person is using. But those fancy meters are more expensive than the throw-away, stick-on

ones. There’s no stopping progress, though.

Speaking of which, someone showed me a photo of an old, coin-operated gas meter. These also used to

be big in European rental properties and you had to keep a stack of coins on hand if you wanted gas for

cooking, bathing, or heating, and in an earlier time, for lighting.

But I’m told there were a lot of problems with those meters. If the person who collected the coins didn’t

come around enough the tenants would keep shoving coins into the meter until the collection box �lled.

The coins would then get stuck in the mechanism and that meant no heat or hot water.

An old-timer told me that many people used ice-cube trays made in the shape of the coin that their gas

meter accepted. The meters weren’t smart enough to tell the di�erence between metal and frozen water

so it would open wide and pass gas. You could feed the meter a bit of round ice and leave no evidence

behind. The only problem was that the meter then �lled up with water, which was not good for the meter.

“Those meters typically supplied gas lights or small cook stoves,” that old-timer told me. “The capacity

was built into the unit’s model name. You had a �ve-light meter for �ve gaslights, and a 10-light meter for

10 gaslights, and so on.”

He told me that those units were still around when he joined the industry in the mid-‘60s, but they no

longer took coins.

Another guy told me that he stayed a week in a furnished London �at back in 1995. It had a wall-mounted

gas boiler that took care of both the heat and the domestic hot water.

“One morning we had no heat or hot water and I could not light the boiler,” he said. “My traveling

companion was steaming and wanted to call the rental agent, but I told him to wait a second.

“I found the gas meter behind an access panel in the kitchen. It had a magnetic- stripe card slot. The LCD

display read £0.0. There was a new card sitting on top of the meter. I stuck it in, heard a click and the

display now read “£50.0”. Presto! We were back in business.”

I asked how he knew to look for that. He said he was a fan of old English novels. That’s where he learned

about coin-operated meters. See? It pays to be a reader.

There are no such meters in New York City, where most of the older apartment buildings include steam

heat as part of the monthly rental. Short of those evaporative Btu meters I saw in Germany that never

made it to America, I’ve never heard of a viable way to measure how much steam each tenant uses. And

besides, most of those tenants open their windows on wintry days because the radiators are putting out

way too much heat. I know the landlords could install thermostatic radiator valves on those old radiators.

That would save fuel and make their apartments more comfortable, but they don’t show how much steam

each tenant uses. And they cost money.

So who pays?

The landlord doesn’t want to pay because he can’t get any more money out of the tenants. Their monthly

rent is tied to a lease, and many of those leases have rent-control laws attached to them.

The tenants don’t want to pay because it’s just easier (and cheaper) for them to open the window when it

gets too hot.

The only solution is to replace the steam heat with something else, and these days, that’s looking more

and more like heat pumps.

But who pays?

Svetlana123/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Dan Holohan is the founder of HeatingHelp.com. You can reach him by email at dan@heatinghelp.com. He loves hearing from you!
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2023 industry forecast

remains mostly

optimistic despite

challenges ahead

Headwinds such as in�ation, material shortages and
labor shortages will challenge vertical growth.

By Nicole Krawcke

All signs are pointing to a positive 2023 on the nonresidential construction front. On one hand, the sector

is likely to be bolstered by funds from the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) and the CHIPS and

Science Act of 2022. On the other hand, residential construction is anticipated to slow. Either way, it won’t

be all smooth sailing ahead. Headwinds such as in�ation and supply chain issues will continue to a�ect

both residential and nonresidential segments, industry experts say.

“The residential market is going to cool down and stabilize while the multi-family housing, the commercial

market and the industrial market are all looking healthy into 2023,” notes Christian Geistho�, vice

president of corporate development, Viega. “The architectural index is still showing stable conditions and

everyone I talked to has bookings into next year, so those markets are likely to have the best prospects.”

Trey Northrup, Leader of LIXIL Americas, also thinks commercial is where the biggest growth prospects in

2023. “Commercial markets such as healthcare and education are growing at a faster rate than the

residential markets, multi-family buildings and o�ce buildings, which are expected to decline in year-over-

year revenue in 2023.”

Greg Case chief product o�cer, global, Taco Comfort Solutions, agrees, saying there are upturns in

higher education, hospital and health care, as well as multi-tenant construction.

“Considering the infrastructure bill, there's certain to be ongoing, strong growth in public water and sewer

facility construction,” he says. “Of course, it’s not just new construction, but renovation and retro�t work to

provide e�ciency upgrades that will also keep contractors and engineers busy in 2023.

“The overall awareness of how energy e�ciency and IAQ intersect — through healthy building initiatives

— is resulting in smart, purposeful renovations across all segments of the commercial market. We’ve had a

tremendous interest in our educational programs over the last year. For instance, as engineers are smartly

pushing the e�ciency more in their designs, things like understanding the pump system’s proper

operating point using variable frequency drives to save energy has become a popular topic.”

“Commercial markets such as healthcare and education are growing at a faster rate than

the residential markets, multi-family buildings and o�ce buildings, which are expected to

decline in year-over-year revenue in 2023.” — Trey Northrup

Mark Cha�ee, vice president of governmental a�airs and commercial and industrial product management

at Taco Comfort Solutions, adds that industry-wide labeling e�orts have made an impact in that e�ort, too.

“The Hydraulic Institute Energy Rating label on commercial and industrial pumps and circulators has

made it quick and easy for stakeholders throughout the supply chain to see the bene�ts of choosing a

more e�cient product. Pump systems account for about 40% of industrial energy usage, but they don’t

have to. Transitioning the market to ECM circulator pumps could save enough to provide a year’s worth of

electricity for more than 1.5 million homes. With short paypack periods and a huge installed base, energy-

e�cient pump retro�ts will also continue to be a strong market segment in 2023.”

Market disruptors to watch

One of the largest market disruptions next year will be preparing for the transition to A2L refrigerants as

the phasedown of hydro�uorocarbons (or HFCs) for cooling applications continues, notes Lisa Reiheld,

director, PMG technical resources for the International Code Council (ICC).

Aerial shot of installation crews setting Wirsbo hePEX from Uponor on one of the six slabs in the thermally activated system. Courtesy of Uponor

“In terms of disruption to business, there is a potential for supply chain issues; getting the refrigerants and

the corresponding equipment where they need to be could be a challenge,” she says. “There will be an

additional need to properly train installers, distributors and building o�cials who conduct inspections. The

Code Council will potentially be o�ering training in the future, but currently online training is available

through both AHRI and ACCA.”

Dave Viola, CEO of The International Association of Plumbing & Mechanical O�cials (IAPMO) points to

the ongoing war in Ukraine as the biggest potential market disruptor in 2023.

“The war in Ukraine will continue to create havoc in energy markets, drive in�ation and increase market

uncertainty,” he says. “On the technology side, we see a continued trend of plumbing digitalization and

sophistication as we continue to grapple with plumbing resiliency issues such as water conservation,

safety and access. The wild card will be COVID-19. Hopefully, we will not have to deal with any virulent

variants that could slow our recovery.”

“Considering the infrastructure bill, there's certain to be ongoing, strong growth in public

water and sewer facility construction. Of course, it’s not just new construction, but

renovation and retro�t work to provide e�ciency upgrades that will also keep contractors

and engineers busy in 2023.” — Greg Case

Cha�ee adds the steadily rising rates of energy — in all forms, from electricity to natural gas, LP gas and

oil — is something to keep an eye on next year.

“This is forcing lifestyle changes, and that’s placing greater importance on equipment and components

that save energy — from higher e�ciency systems to components like ECM circulators,” he says. “Most

people in their adult lives really have not seen in�ation, now they're dealing with it substantively.

“A bright spot is that the solar energy market is maintaining its steady growing,” Cha�ee adds. “But it’s the

combination of all of these that truly becomes the tsunami we’re talking about. Gone are the days of

carefree and inexpensive energy use, or lack of concern for homes and buildings that aren’t properly

insulated. Just as incandescent lights were �ushed out — almost gone overnight in favor of LEDs, our old,

lazy habits are being re-shaped. We’re seeing the acceleration of a political and regulatory environment

that has no toleration of wasteful energy use. The use of fossil fuels are under scrutiny like never before,

and being pushed out as forcefully as possible. Net zero policies and carbon reduction are the key

movers here.”

2023 challenges

One of the biggest challenges the industry will face next year is not new. The skilled trades have been

su�ering from a labor shortage for years, and it won’t be magically solved in 2023, unfortunately.

“With the trade talent shortage remaining tight and in�ation continuing to surge, industry professionals will

need to be diligent with their workforce to keep individuals motivated while also ensuring they are on the

cutting-edge of technology to keep both customers and employees satis�ed and engaged,” notes Brett

Boyum, vice president of marketing and o�erings for Uponor North America. “Discovering and o�ering

new technologies, such as the new AquaPort from Uponor, will help industry professionals stay relevant

with customers and add e�ciencies to projects.”

“There are twice as many plumbing and HVAC jobs out there as there are people to �ll them,” Reiheld

says. “A lot of organizations, including PHCC and SkillsUSA, are pushing to �ll the talent pipeline by

providing training and apprenticeships — young professionals should look for those opportunities. We

should all be reaching out to high school students and young people who are trying to ‘�gure out what

they want to be when they grow up,’ to open their eyes to these careers. I encourage anyone who is early

in their career and still making decisions to look into mentorship, professional development, training and

networking opportunities for building safety professionals through the Code Council’s Safety 2.0

program.”

“In terms of disruption to business, there is a potential for supply chain issues; getting

the refrigerants and the corresponding equipment where they need to be could be a

challenge.” — Lisa Reiheld

Geistho� also points to the labor shortage as the greatest challenge heading into next year.

“The other challenge is the integrated production process in our industry in general. E�ciency gains in

our industry are a lot smaller than in other industries. Combine that with the labor challenge, and it makes

completing projects on time more di�cult. Raw material pricing in�ation is going to be a challenge into

2023 because in�ation is going to continue to squeeze the margins on people who have already signed

contracts for their pipeline.”

According to Viola, in�ation will remain di�cult to control, at least through the �rst half of 2023, which will

impact lending and all areas of construction.

Because so much of the piping and conduit would not be hidden behind walls or in ceilings for this project, thousands of feet of pipe had to be meticulously

coordinated, so that systems were arranged in fastidiously neat and precisely parallel runs. The piping and conduit were painted a uniform white to make them less

noticeable. Courtesy of Uponor

“In addition to increasing material costs, interest rates are climbing at a very fast pace, the impacts of

which will not be known for months,” he explains. “Every aspect of construction will feel a pinch as

lending and economic activity slows down. Optimistically, we hope to see some stabilization in the

second half of 2023. We’re also hopeful that we’ll have a soft landing for the economy and that a

resulting recession will not be severe as economies stabilize. That said, as the pandemic showed us,

plumbing is essential. Safe drinking water and sanitation are always IAPMO’s primary considerations. The

plumbing and mechanical industry proved to be to be more resilient than other industry sectors in the

2008 recession. We believe that will be the case next year, too.”

Reiheld agrees that the industry will not see prices coming down anytime soon because there are still

materials shortages. “I do think you’ll start to see some relief in terms of material costs in 2024 as the

economy continues to improve and we get further away from the supply chain issues caused by the

pandemic. When fuel prices come down, materials prices will likely follow.

“In the meantime, I think it would be wise to shop around and expand your network of suppliers,” she

continues. “Smaller businesses should consider partnering with similar-sized organizations to pool their

resources and purchase larger quantities to get the best possible prices on raw materials.”

“Just as incandescent lights were �ushed out — almost gone overnight in favor of LEDs,

our old, lazy habits are being re-shaped. We’re seeing the acceleration of a political and

regulatory environment that has no toleration of wasteful energy use. The use of fossil

fuels are under scrutiny like never before, and being pushed out as forcefully as possible.

Net zero policies and carbon reduction are the key movers here.” — Mark Cha�ee

The recession is expected to negatively impact manufacturers’ pricing power as consumers pull back on

spending, Northrup adds.

“In many instances, we will see manufacturers reducing prices in order to o�oad excess inventory,” he

says. “Simultaneously, rising in�ation levels are expected to cause many consumers to defer project start

dates until 2024–2025, especially projects in the $7,000-$35,000 price range — though these projects

are still expected to occur in 2025 and beyond.”

Boyum also anticipates rising material costs and in�ation to continue to be a factor in 2023. “The best

way to minimize this impact will be incorporating e�ciency solutions, such as design services, BIM

resources, kitting options and prefabrication capabilities to keep projects as streamlined as possible. In

fact, Uponor has begun o�ering all these services and solutions to help customers ensure order

optimization, reduce job-site waste, and deliver greater installation e�ciencies.”

Another challenge going into next year are the increasing state and local natural gas bans.

Most recently, the California Air Resources Board (CARB) unanimously voted to approve a proposal that

would eliminate the sale of gas-powered furnaces and water heating appliances by 2030. This growing

trend will have broad implications across the plumbing and heating industry.

The residential market is going to cool down and stabilize while the multi-family housing, the commercial market and the industrial market are all looking healthy

into 2023, according to Viega's Christian Geisthoff. Courtesy of Viega

“There will be some impact on natural gas, but I think the decline is going to be slow, over the next �ve to

six years,” Geistho� says. “There are certain states that explicitly allow the use of natural gas, and for the

residential and commercial side, I think it will stay for a while. The impact to the plumbing and HVAC

market is going to be how we start to innovate a little bit more. Companies like ours can innovate to make

sure that we have the right products available, and those that do will be the ones to lead in those areas

later on. Regardless of the medium, we still need to run pipes to heat the building and carry water

throughout the structure. You still need sprinkler systems and drain lines. It’s important that we have the

products that contractors need.”

Viola notes the natural gas bans will increase the focus on the development of super-e�cient heat pumps.

“Research is currently underway to determine if Hydrogen fuel can be utilized as a more environmentally-

friendly option for heating, especially for the existing building stock that uses natural gas,” he explains.

“Additionally, IAPMO is working with industry to identify other potential standards and certi�cations that

simultaneously help promote health and safety while reducing energy usage. As we work to become

more energy e�cient, it will be important that we avoid unintended consequences that compromise

health and safety. This kind of holistic thinking will be needed moving forward.”

Viola says IAPMO’s Hydronics Standards Committee is continuing to work on creating an American

National Standard and Canadian National Standard for the performance requirements of geothermal

energy network, also known as district systems. “District systems are slowly getting recognition in the

industry as an additional source of energy and/or sink for a more e�cient system.”

While the number of areas with natural gas bans is slowly growing, the plumbing and fuel gas

professionals on the frontlines are not yet being impacted. The idea, in fact, probably seems abstract to

them, Reiheld notes.

“That said, as the pandemic showed us, plumbing is essential. Safe drinking water and

sanitation are always IAPMO’s primary considerations. The plumbing and mechanical

industry proved to be to be more resilient than other industry sectors in the 2008

recession. We believe that will be the case next year, too.” — Dave Viola

“They’re not yet seeing the implications play out,” she says. “That said, I think it’s important for them to

become more familiar with how these bans will impact their area(s) in the short and long term. One

resource I can recommend is the U.S. Department of Energy’s Alternative Fuels Data Center which can be

found here. I’m also concerned about where bans have occurred, what other energy sources will take the

place of natural gas besides electricity. Especially considering that the power grid is already taxed under

current demands in several locations, we’ll have to be careful and devise strategies that won’t tax the grid

beyond what we’ve already seen in places like California.”

Keep an eye on these technologies

The new year will also bring new products and innovations to provide solutions in this rapidly changing

industry. Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) and automation are two things Geistho� expects to see more of in 2023.

“We’re seeing AI being used to create better building designs,” he says. “Automation of the installation

process can provide better control tools over the production side and how we manage between the

di�erent trades. Both AI and automation are working in applications that manage water resources, so I

think that is something that will continue.”

Case notes 2023 will be all about connectivity.

“Connected homes and integrating vast amounts of communicating commercial technologies holds lots

of opportunities in 2023 and beyond,” he explains. “Things are getting smarter and more connected

every day. Using all this data to make more intelligent decisions, to save fuel, to increase the IAQ of

buildings is the next great challenge.

“Just look at the commercial o�ce market, where facility managers and building owners are now facing

shifting occupancy issues,” Case continues. “Many folks are be returning to work in facilities built for much

larger numbers of people, now occupied with 40% to 60% of the numbers that they once held, and that

too can vary widely by the day of the week. These new occupancy levels challenge many facets of

building operations, including ventilation, cooling and heating — and how systems can be used in ways

that use energy mindfully. Gladly, though for managers of hydronically-heated or cooled facilities, those

buildings provide the greatest resilience and �exibility. Putting performance data together with these new

operational realities and then combining it with unique and �exible hydronic based HVAC designs will

help create extraordinary value for building owners.”

According to Reiheld, solutions for water conservation and reuse will continue to drive innovation in 2023.

“We’re seeing AI being used to create better building designs. Automation of the installation

process can provide better control tools over the production side and how we manage

between the di�erent trades. Both AI and automation are working in applications that

manage water resources, so I think that is something that will continue.” — Christian

Geistho�

“On the consumer side, look for the common use of phone applications that push noti�cations to

homeowners or renters about water leakage in their homes,” she says. “This technology will become

more mainstream in the years to come, but we’re already seeing it in early use right now. These solutions

will help conserve water and prevent property damage from leaks. Currently, the 2021 International

Plumbing Code (IPC) permits the use of leak detection devices when approved by the code o�cial. With

the recent publication of an ANSI standard for such devices, expect to see additional guidance provided

in the 2027 version of the IPC.

“On the municipal side, water leakage is a harder problem to solve,” Reiheld adds. “Municipalities will

need to invest federal funds that are available to replace aging infrastructure with modern materials and

methods of installation.”

Viola agrees, saying that technologies pertaining to the water energy nexus, especially those impacting

safety, will likely see the greatest growth potential in 2023. “The water shortages we are seeing in the

western U.S. are not going away. Water quality concerns — primarily in the realm of Legionella, PFAS and

lead — are also not going away. Technologies that can address both simultaneously have the greatest

opportunity for market growth in 2023.”

Hopeful for a new year

IAPMO has a busy year ahead as it works to bring the Water Demand Calculator into the non-residential

construction market; works to continue the 2023 edition of WE-Stand; and continues to collaborate with

NIST and industry partners to address the most important research needs for plumbing systems.

“On the policy side, we’ll continue to work hard to help inform elected leaders at all levels of government

on the needs of the plumbing and mechanical industry and will work to help develop new legislation and

regulations to improve water safety and security, and that helps to keep our vital industry strong,” Viola

says. “IWSH will also have a busy year. With COVID-19 restrictions generally being lifted across the globe,

IWSH will be better able to plan for in-person projects both here in the U.S. and internationally.

“The best way to minimize this impact (in�ation) will be incorporating e�ciency solutions,

such as design services, BIM resources, kitting options and prefabrication capabilities to keep

projects as streamlined as possible. In fact, Uponor has begun o�ering all these services and

solutions to help customers ensure order optimization, reduce job-site waste, and deliver

greater installation e�ciencies.” — Brett Boyum

“Despite the headwinds mentioned above, we’re hopeful that 2023 will be the year that economies �nally

shake o� the remnant impacts of the COVID 19 pandemic,” Viola adds. “We hope to see supply chain

problems continue to stabilize, and hopefully made more robust. We’re also hopeful that employment

demand stabilizes and that our e�orts to address our industry manpower needs continue to pay

dividends. This will help business better understand their markets and invest with con�dence in a growing

economy. Will this all happen in 2023? It would be great if we had a crystal ball to know for sure, but

IAPMO is approaching 2023 with a great deal of con�dence and with an intention to invest in our future.”

Reiheld notes that ICC is excited to release the 2024 I-Codes next year, and that the code body is also in

the process of establishing the Plumbing, Mechanical, and Gas Code Action Committee (PMG CAC) for

the next cycle of code development for the 2027 Code editions.

“2023 will be a busy year for the ICC-PMG team as we partner with our colleagues in technical services

and publications to �nalize the International Comprehensive Plumbing Code (which will contain plumbing

and fuel gas requirements for all occupancies including accessibility requirements),” she says. “We’ll also

be developing state-speci�c PMG training content for several more states.”

ICC is also in the process of laying groundwork and conducting research for two new plumbing

standards: ICC 815, Standard for Sizing Water Distribution, Sanitary Drainage and Vent Piping Systems

and ICC 825, Private Sewage Disposal Systems.

“The committees will be coming together in Q1 of 2023 to begin work on these standards,” Reiheld says.

“Time is of the essence for these standards — our aging plumbing infrastructure in this country is based

on 1940s design and construction practices when we had three bedrooms and one bathroom in most

houses. Today’s homes have at least two or three bathrooms, and we need to modernize our

infrastructure and pipe sizing to e�ciently use both water and energy. With water shortages being a

global problem, I think 2023 is a great time for everyone to make a New Year’s resolution to conserve

water. It’s our most valuable resource and we must protect it.”

Geistho� is also hopeful for next year.

“Everyone is talking about a recession, but everyone I’ve talked to is optimistic for next year,” he says.

“Their books are full. Their �nancing has already been secured. There is going to be some volatility

ahead, but the overall picture going into the next year and beyond is a positive one, if you look at it

holistically. It is going to be dependent on how we respond to some of the continued issues that we’re

seeing, whether that’s in�ation or margin crunch or labor shortages.”

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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The beautiful, sensible logic of hydronics.

By John Barba

Anthony Caruso, of AC Plumbing, Heating & Mechanical in Cleveland, Ohio, installs a an ECM-powered, three-setting Taco 0015e3 ECM circulator.

If you’re anything like me, the �rst thing that comes to mind when you think about variable speed

circulators is 1970s rock band Supertramp.

No? Okay, maybe you’re not like me. Either way, allow me to elucidate.

Supertramp’s 1979 hit “The Logical Song” is one of the decade’s best, with one of the greatest lines ever:

“Watch what you say, or they’ll be calling you a radical…”

Well, in hydronics, there is no radical, cynical, fanatical or criminal. Okay, sometimes there’s fanatical, but

that’s not the point.

The point is hydronics is logical. Downright Spockian if you think about it. There’s a beautiful logic to how

all your parts and pieces work, both on their own and especially in how they work together within the

dynamics of the system.

However, when it comes to variable speed circulators, sometimes “The Logical Song” goes right out the

window. All we’re left with is “Goodbye Stranger” and Mr. Spock on his every seven year pon farr

sabbatical back to Vulcan.

Orest Omeliukh, owner of Blackrock HVAC, located in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, finishes installation of several Taco 0018e circulators in a customer’s residential

mechanical room.

Let's consider the logic behind variable speed circulators, both Delta-T and Delta-P. The prevailing

attitude is that they always give you the right �ow, no matter what. You can go ahead and call me a

radical, but that’s not logical.

For a variable speed circulator to “always” give you the right �ow, it would have to have some way of

knowing what the Btu/h load of each room and the system is at any given point in time. It would also

need an idea of what the outdoor temperature is at any given point in time, as well as how much radiation

is installed in each room.

Spoiler alert: It doesn’t know any of those things.

For some reason, the industry has insisted on calling these things “smart” pumps. The reality,

unfortunately, is they’re not all that smart. What they are, however, is obedient. [NK1]

For example, if you program a residential Delta-P circulator to operate in the constant pressure mode at

10 feet of head, well then, by golly, that’s what it’s going to do. As zone valves open or close, the

circulator will “feel” either less or more resistance against the impeller. Algorithms kick in and tell the

circulator to either speed up or slow down. The result is the circulator will always work at 10 feet of head

on what’s called the “control curve.” It’s the ultimate �at curve circulator.

Lead Hydronic Installer, Don Dykstra, Handy’s Heating, Mount Vernon, Washington, used three-setting Taco ECM 0015e3 circulators for a customer’s radiant system.

Taco’s 0015e3 ECM circulator offers three easy settings, replacing all three-speed hydronic circulators in its class, ideal for hydronic systems zoned with circulators or

zone valves, and provides three maximum-feet-of-head pressure settings to match system requirements — low (5 feet), medium (10 feet), or high (18 feet), with a

maximum flow of 16 gpm.

Lead Hydronic Installer, Don Dykstra, Handy’s Heating, Mount Vernon, Washington, used Taco’s 0015e3 ECM circulators on a customer’s boiler and indirect-fired water

heater. The circulators offer three settings, ideal for hydronic systems zoned with circulators or zone valves.

Use the same circulator in the same operating mode in a zone pump application and it will still work on its

control curve. The di�erence, however, is it won’t vary its speed because there’s nothing in the single

zone that will change resistance against the impeller. Once the circulator �nds its happy place on the

control curve, that’s where it will work because that’s where you told it to work.

Now don’t read that as saying you shouldn’t use a variable speed pump as a zone pump. Far from it. The

ability to program the circulator will allow you to set the speed to operate as closely to a zone’s �ow and

head requirement as possible. That can help reduce over-pumping, which leads to short-cycling, which

leads to all kinds of bad things.

If you set the circulator to proportional pressure (those funky-looking curves that slope down and to the

left), the only thing that changes is the system will work on whichever funky curve you select.

In neither of these instances is the circulator “giving you the right �ow.” If you program them accurately,

you might get close.

Dustin Ebersole, owner of Lancaster, Pennsylvania-based High Efficiency Solutions, installs a new Taco 0015e3 circulator as part of retrofit work he completed for an

existing hydronic system.

And one more thing: In both applications, the circulator will run the same speed in October or April as it

does in January. Again, because that’s what you told it to do.

Like I said — obedient.

Delta-T circulators will at least give you a �ghting chance at the right �ow. What a Delta-T circulator does

is vary its speed in order to maintain the designed-for system Delta-T. If you design for a 20-degree Delta-

T, well then give it a 20-degree Delta-T. Boilers like it, radiators like it and systems like it.

As zones close, the system needs to take fewer Btu out of the water through the radiation. That makes the

return water temperature want to increase (and the Delta-T, or temperature di�erence) decrease. The logic

will tell the circulator to slow down to maintain the designed-for temperature di�erence. The opposite

happens when zones open.

Additionally, as the heat load changes with the weather, the circulator will continue to speed up or slow

down to maintain the designed-for Delta-T. That is, until it can’t.

At some point, the circulator will reach its minimum speed. And logic dictates that you can’t go any slower

than minimum, no matter what anyone says. The circulator won’t be able to maintain the designed-for

Delta-T anymore. The good news, however, is it’ll still be wide enough to minimize bad things like short-

cycling and higher-than-desirable return water temperatures to a mod/con boiler.

Just about every variable speed pump manufacturer has a Delta-P circulator with an “auto” function. And

while it sounds cool, we do need to check in with Mr. Spock and Supertramp, as well as reality, to

understand what “auto” really does.

Taco’s 00e VT2218 circulator comes with two temperature

sensors to provide delta-T readings to the pump’s control.

The high efficiency ECM circ provides up to 22 feet shut-off

head and 18 gpm maximum flow, covering a broad range

of applications. Typical uses include hydronic systems

zoned with zone valves, radiant loops, injection pumping,

snowmelt or hydro-air fan coils. Can also be used in

constant speed mode for zoning with circulators, indirect

water heaters or primary boiler loops.

It’s nice to think that slick little function does all the work for us and takes the thinking out of circulator

selection. Unfortunately, that’s utter nonsense.

It’s the professional’s ability to think, and to make sense of all this technology that separates him from the

handyman. It takes a pro to understand how all these operating modes work and to select the right one

for each job.

That slick little button does, in fact, do a slick little job. But for small residential circulators, that job is

limited to continuous circulation applications with modulating thermostatic radiator valves and panel

radiators. In that case, given time (like, a lot of time), the circulator will adjust its proportional pressure

curve up or down if it experiences a signi�cant change in overall �ow (due to TRVs being mostly open or

mostly closed) for a signi�cant period of time (20 minutes up to an hour).

So what’s the takeaway? It’s this: It's important to understand how variable speed circulators work and

what they do. There’s no “magic” involved. These things are logical and obedient.

A poorly programmed variable speed circulator is, at best, an electricity saver. That’s not a bad thing at

all, but a poorly programmed variable speed circulator is still an oversized circulator that limits the overall

e�ciency of a system.

But if you properly apply and program one of these babies, well now you have a circulator than can help

enhance the overall e�ciency of a system.

And that, mon ami, is a very good thing. And, if you don’t mind my saying, pretty darned logical.

Photos courtesy of Taco Comfort Solutions

John Barba  is contractor training manager for Taco Comfort Solutions.
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Egg Geo and SHARC Energy partner to help advance
climate-friendly buildings as part of the New York State

Energy Research and Development Authority’s
(NYSERDA) Empire Building Challenge.

By Nicole Krawcke

The first proposed combined wastewater energy transfer (WET) and geothermal system in the world, the renewable energy system will utilize thermal energy transfer from

geothermal energy and energy captured through wastewater flowing through pipes to provide 100% of the heating, hot water and cooling load for Amalgamated Housing

Cooperative’s 316 affordable housing units in two 20-story multi-family towers.

Lynn Mueller Jay Egg Kristy Egg

Two apartment buildings in the Bronx will soon get their heating, cooling and hot water from wastewater

and geothermal energy. No more money down the drain, literally!

The �rst proposed combined wastewater energy transfer (WET) and geothermal system in the world, the

renewable energy system will utilize thermal energy transfer from geothermal energy and energy

captured through wastewater �owing through pipes to provide 100% of the heating, hot water and cooling

load for Amalgamated Housing Cooperative’s 316 a�ordable housing units in two 20-story multi-family

towers. The project’s goal is to reduce Tower I and Tower II’s energy usage from a site energy use index

(EUI) of 111.5 to 40, representing a decrease of 2,741 carbon tons to zero. Currently, the housing

cooperative towers use steam heat that runs on fossil fuels.

“Everybody in New York showers, does their laundry and dishes, and that’s just thrown away,” says Lynn

Mueller, CEO of Vancouver-based SHARC Energy Systems, the company that makes the WET system that

will be used in the project. “It always seemed to me just an enormous waste. That’s why I started SHARC.

Why can’t we just get that energy back? The whole premise for SHARC is that we recycle the energy that's

going down the drain in the form of hot water. Ab out a third of the energy in the building is required now

just for the use of hot water. Every day, people get up and shower, do the laundry, wash dishes and more,

and all of that hot water was just thrown away in the past. It would go down the drain, then through the

system and out into the rivers and oceans of the world — just gone forever. What we’ve developed and

patented is a method to recover that energy to be reused in the building continually. It’s really just the

same energy recycled everyday. It’s the ultimate three ‘Rs’ — recycle, reuse and reduce.”

An example of a district energy network with geothermal technology.

What’s neat about the technology is a third of the building energy is just continually reused, Mueller notes.

“It never leaves the building, and only costs 25 cents on the dollar to recover it instead of having to

remake it every day with a boiler. It's totally green because you're recycling it with an electric heat pump.

You don't have to burn any fossil fuels at all to make your hot water.”

Essentially, SHARC will install a large tank in the building’s basement — the size of the tank is calculated

based on the needs of the building. The tank will collect the building’s wastewater where it is cleaned and

then pumped through heat exchangers in the SHARC system, which extracts the energy needed for the

building’s domestic hot water loads, with any leftover energy being used for hydronic heating or cooling.

After the heat is captured, the wastewater keeps �owing into the sewer.

Large, multi-family buildings, such as the Amalgamated Housing Cooperative two towers, are ideal for this

sort of application, notes Jay Egg, president of Egg Geo.

The project’s goal is to reduce Tower I and Tower II’s energy usage from a site energy use index (EUI) of 111.5 to 40, representing a decrease of 2,741 carbon tons to

zero. Currently, the housing cooperative towers use steam heat that runs on fossil fuels.

“The more people that live together in a high-rise apartment or an apartment complex are ideal because

they have higher than average hot water usage, a common sewer line and a place in the parking garage

down below to put the holding tank to hold that energy for use when they need the domestic hot water,”

he says.

This �rst-ever hybrid system also includes a host of bene�ts which would not be found in choosing

alternative renewable energy technologies for the building mechanical systems. Not only is the upfront

capital cost signi�cantly reduced because the combined WET/geothermal technology will not require as

large of a bore�eld to meet energy needs, but the smaller bore�led allows for geothermal projects to

become more viable in densely populated urban locations, which have limited space. The WET

technology allows for reduction in the number of boreholes needed for the geothermal system by 40% or

more, Jay Egg estimates. The system can also provide uninterrupted heating, cooling and hot water in

extreme weather conditions, and there is an added bene�t of the installation being weather resistant as all

equipment is installed either indoors or below ground.

An example of a thermal energy network using wastewater heat recovery.

“If you start at the beginning and consider using air-source heat pumps, well, that’s great until you really

need domestic hot water and heating in the middle of winter,” Jay Egg explains. “It gets down to well

below freezing in New York. As most people know, the air-source heat pumps will struggle to keep up,

and they'll actually spike in electrical consumption. So that makes an air-source solution become a little bit

of a problem because they draw so much energy when you need heating the most. New York state sees

this as a solution to manage electrical demand on the grid, especially in the middle of winter. There is

plenty of scienti�c proof and actual case studies showing geothermal buildings will use less electricity in

the winter than it even does in the summer for cooling. They recognize this as a solution to electrify and

decarbonize buildings.”

New York also recognizes its dense population does not o�er a lot of land to drill in, Jay Egg notes. “A

good high-pro�le example of a geothermal system that was installed in 2016 or 2017 in New York City is

St. Patrick's Cathedral. In order to install that system, they had to close the sidewalks all around the

cathedral and drill 10 – 2,200 foot wells to provide heating and cooling. Talk about disruptive, and it costs

millions of dollars. With this project, without drilling a single hole, they can at least start by providing all

the domestic hot water. And it is considered geothermal exchange by stripping the heat out of the

wastewater as it comes out of the building. It's a non-disruptive geothermal technology that will not cause

the electric grid to spike in the winter time. That is the real bottom line here. They're trying to �nd ways to

put in geothermal without drilling boreholes because it's so expensive to do in metropolitan areas.”

Jay Egg could only think of one potential downside to the hybrid system, and that is public perception.

The schematic above shows the wastewater energy transfer (WET) and geothermal system for Amalgamated Housing Cooperative in The Bronx, New York.

Essentially, SHARC will install a large tank in the building’s basement — the size of the

tank is calculated based on the needs of the building. The tank will collect the

building’s wastewater where it is cleaned and then pumped through heat exchangers in

the SHARC system, which extracts the energy needed for the building’s domestic hot

water loads, with any leftover energy being used for hydronic heating or cooling. After

the heat is captured, the wastewater keeps flowing into the sewer.

“The No. 1 downside is public perception of wastewater exchange as being something unsanitary for

providing domestic hot water,” he says. “It's a little bit hard to get your head around that. Most people just

think, ‘Wow, that's gross. You really want to extract heat out of my wastewater. Why don't we just let it go?’

But when you realize that 350 billion kWh a year — enough to basically handle our heating needs for the

country — go down the drain, it becomes a real solution. The only downside is getting the word out and

educating the public that this is a real technology that is very much low hanging fruit and very low cost as

far as a real solution to providing domestic hot water.”

A match made in heaven

Egg Geo has been working in New York as a consultant of sorts for the New York City Council to help

explain how to do geothermal in New York City and beyond. Because of their work with the city council,

the company was becoming a recognized name in the circles of the big cooperatives in New York City,

which led to the partnership with Amalgamated Housing Cooperative in 2019. After conducting feasibility

studies, Egg Geo submitted a grant application for the Community Heat Pumps program through

NYSERDA on behalf of Amalgamated.

“Right on the heels of that, EnPower, a New York City-based engineer who has been the �rm for

Amalgamated for a long time, convinced Egg Geo to partner and try winning winning a grant for the

Empire Building Challenge, an initiative in which NYSERDA is investing $50 million to demonstrate the

technical and economic feasibility of retro�tting tall buildings to low carbon standards, and generating

blueprints so building owners can replicate the solutions across their portfolio of buildings.

“We had never considered it before because it’s very high pro�le,” Jay Egg says. “But when EnPower

asked us to go in on it with them as a 50/50 partner, we said sure. And I couldn’t have been more

surprised to have won that for anything — I can’t even think of an analogy. We were just really

dumbfounded we won. I think the WET and geothermal combined system was the novelty that made it

something NYSERDA believed could be duplicated throughout apartments and high-rises throughout

New York City.”

Which is when Kristy Egg, research and editorial assistant for Egg Geo, and Jay Egg’s wife, decided to

reel in SHARC Energy to the project.

“We’ve known Lynn for years — I’m from Martha’s Vineyard where they �lmed ‘Jaws,’ and a lot of my

family were in the �rst two movies,” she explains. “I started joking around with Lynn that it seemed funny

that he would do a lot of advertising or bigger shows that happened to coincide when the media frenzy

would start for Shark Week. I would send pictures of ‘Jaws’ or something to him, and he would respond,

‘Didn’t mean to, but hey, if there’s blood in the water!’ Then I showed up to his booth one day, and he had

a shirt made speci�cally for me and a bottle opener in the shape of a shark. He said, ‘You don’t even

work for me, but I swear you do more social media for us.’ We just hit it o� personally. We kept threatening

to work together on projects, but it was always hit or miss. So when we had an opportunity to include

wastewater energy into our thermal energy network, it was just a symphony. And so here we are with a

project taking advantage of his brilliance and Jay’s brilliance, and I’m just very happy.”

“It’s a match made in heaven,” Mueller adds. “We’re thrilled to work with Jay and Kristy because they’ve

been such proponents of geothermal. It was maybe eight or nine years ago when we started to talk about

the combination of geothermal and the SHARC equipment. I’ve always thought it just made a great deal

of sense to use every bit of energy so you can reduce the total need.”

Mueller notes that NYSERDA has been very interested in SHARC technology.

“There are 1.4 billion gallons of sewage a day in New York City, and it’s all been heated an average of

about 25° F from hot water being thrown away in buildings. You can image the amount of energy just

going down the drain. If you took just one degree back from that �ow, you can recover about $3 million

with of energy an hour.”

Paving the road to decarbonization

Both Jay Egg and Mueller believe that the WET/geothermal system could o�er a solution to how the

country meets its decarbonization goals moving forward.

“I do believe that in every single large building — commercial or large apartment building —wastewater

energy transfer is the very �rst thing anybody should consider because it's got the lowest cost and the

highest return on investment because of the fact you don't have to drill. Then, when you add the drilling

into it and do the rest of the heating and cooling for the building, that cost is greatly reduced. For

example, in a building like these two towers here, the cooling load is about 800 tons capacity. And we will

be able to save, if you consider all the boreholes that would need to go in for that, they'll probably save

$2 to $3 million in drilling costs to do the rest of the geothermal system doing this combined system.”

Jay Egg says he expects to see more of these hybrid systems down the road. “New York is a great leader

in technologies. The state alone has presently invested more in decarbonization of building heating and

cooling systems than even the federal government. They really are the leader in doing this. What we see

happening in New York right now, by 2030, I think this will be so standardized in building construction, it

may be kind of like ERVs are required. Think about exhaust recovery ventilators in large buildings. ERVs

are required in order to meet the energy goals of buildings. This is essentially an ERV for wastewater. It's

an energy recovery vehicle. So I think that what we're going to end up seeing is this become standardized

in the energy code as a primary technology. That's truly what I think we'll see by 2030, if not before.”

Mueller adds that in addition to reducing emissions, the system also provides energy security because all

the energy is located on-site.

“You don’t have to worry about Putin’s war in Ukraine a�ecting your price of energy because you've got

an indigenous energy supply right on your own land,” he explains. “You never have to pay for energy

again. You just pay the 20% it costs to move it. And believe it or not, we've done a number of social

housing projects and market housing projects, and people now are demanding a higher level of

accountability for the environment from the people that are providing these places. So energy security,

everybody in the building will know about it and it's a good feeling to know you're not part of the

problem, and you're part of the solution — that’s what will drive this technology forward.

“You won’t be able to do it everywhere, because there just isn’t physically enough room,” Mueller adds.

“But most parts of the country are now seeing their air conditioning loads increase way faster than their

heating loads. So heating loads are decreasing, air conditioning loads are increasing. Part of what the

SHARC does in the summer is uses the air conditioning load for some moist heat, too. It actually lowers

the amount of heat you have to put in the loop in the summer. The SHARC system just balances that

geothermal system perfectly. I think you'll see SHARCs on almost every geothermal job now, as pressure

to decarbonize increases, because it just makes the payback so much faster.”

Photos courtesy of SHARC Energy and Egg Geo.

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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Best practices for designing and installing PEX to
leverage the bene�ts of installation e�ciencies, job-

site safety and pro�tability potential.

By Daniel Worm

The flexible nature of PEX means the pipe can bend with each change in direction without the need for elbows and added fittings. Fewer fittings in a system offer better

flow rates and reduced pressure loss.

Most plumbing professionals in residential construction know PEX. They have either used it themselves or

know other designers or installers that are using it. That’s because PEX is the piping product used in more

new-home construction than copper and CPVC combined.

With larger pipe sizes now available up to 3 inches, the commercial industry is making the switch to PEX

due to the installation e�ciencies, job-site safety and pro�tability potential it can provide. With this trend

continuing to grow, gaining a better understanding of PEX and learning best design and installation

practices will give professionals an advantage when it comes to future commercial construction projects.

Beginning with design

The design bene�ts of PEX begin with the small-diameter sizes, which are available in long coils lengths

up to 1,000 feet. The �exible nature of PEX means the pipe can bend with each change in direction

without the need for elbows and added �ttings. Fewer �ttings in a system o�er better �ow rates and

reduced pressure loss.

Support spacing and fixed-point placement is dependent on both the system operating temperature and the ambient temperature of the space, as well as the length of the

piping run. In general, the higher the operating temperature and longer the run, the more fixed points needed to help maintain system integrity and aesthetics.

Couple the �exibility of PEX with multiport tees, and you now have a Logic design. This layout combines

the best attributes of trunk-and-branch and homerun piping systems while improving on both. Using

multiport tees in a Logic system reduces the overall number of �ttings when compared to a trunk-and-

branch system and requires less overall pipe than a homerun system.

The bene�t of Logic also extends to system operation. When comparing the “critical path” of pipe from a

water heater to a bathtub, delivery times and pressure loss are also the least in a Logic system.

In commercial applications, the Logic design allows for e�cient joining of back-to-back bathroom groups,

reducing the overall number of required risers, penetrations and access boxes for valves. For an example

of this, refer to Figure 1, which shows a Logic design in a hotel application.

Figure 1 E NLA R G E

Public �xtures, or those using fast-acting valves or �ush valve �xtures, are another ideal application. The

elasticity of PEX allows it to absorb 18% to 40% greater surge pressures than metallic piping. It also

absorbs signi�cantly more sound decibels than metallic pipes, which can be eight times louder. Refer to

Figure 2 for an example of Logic in a public �xture application.

Figure 2 E NLA R G E

For in-slab applications, PEX also o�ers substantial bene�ts. The pipe’s �exibility allows it to avoid

obstructions and eliminates the product costs and labor requirements for hangers. While pre-sleeved PEX

coils are ideal for in-slab installations, bare PEX is also listed for use in concrete as well as below-grade

and water-service applications.

Lastly, for safety purposes, PEX o�ers a signi�cantly lighter weight compared to metal piping systems. For

example, a 300-foot coil of 1/2-inch PEX weighs 18 pounds, whereas the same amount of copper weighs

85.5 pounds. This bene�t not only provides greater job-site safety, it also allows easier transport options

and eliminates heavy lifting equipment from the construction site.

Expansion and contraction considerations

All piping systems expand and contract at various rates depending on the temperature di�erences (or

Delta T) of the �uid running through the piping. For PEX, it expands and contracts at a rate of 1.1 inches

per 100 feet per 10° F ∆T.

Lead Hydronic Installer, Don Dykstra, Handy’s Heating, Mount Vernon, Washington,

used Taco’s 0015e3 ECM circulators on a customer’s boiler and indirect-fired water

heater. The circulators offer three settings, ideal for hydronic systems zoned with

circulators or zone valves.

There are steel support channels available that snap onto the pipe and provide continuous support for

suspended-piping applications. Using these channels in conjunction with �xed points can help reduce

expansion and contraction rates to an acceptable level similar to metal piping systems.

When using these support channels, be sure to use a minimum 300-pound, tensile-rated strap to secure

the support to the pipe. The strap must also meet the minimum temperature requirements of the system

and be able to withstand the project area’s UV levels.

Support spacing and �xed-points placement is dependent on both the system operating temperature and

the ambient temperature of the space, as well as the length of the piping run. In general, the higher the

operating temperature and longer the run, the more �xed points needed to help maintain system integrity

and aesthetics. For guidance, refer to Figures 3 and 4 for support and �xed-point recommendations.

Figure 3 E NLA R G E

Figure 4 E NLA R G E

Because PEX pipe is manufactured with a copper tube size (CTS) outside diameter and an SDR of 9, it

allows designers and installers to use the same hangers, supports and insulation as copper piping

systems. For risers, use CTS riser clamps on the base of each �oor to control for expansion and

contraction. In hot-water applications, add an extra clamp at the top of every other �oor. For cold water,

add one at the top of every fourth �oor. Additionally, most code bodies also require mid-story guides to

guide the pipe and maintain proper direction. For PEX, use an iron pipe size (IPS) support for mid-story

guides.

Sizing PEX properly

PEX pipe is manufactured using three di�erent methods: PEX-a, PEX-b and PEX-c. The classi�cation calls

out the varying degrees of crosslinking in the pipe. PEX-a pipe, which features the highest degree of

crosslinking for the greatest �exibility and durability, will burst in the 800 psi (pounds per square inch)

range, which is nearly double the minimum requirement of ASTM F876 Standard Speci�cation for

Crosslinked Polyethylene (PEX) Tubing. Figure 5 shows the temperature and pressure ratings for SDR 9

PEX.

Figure 5 E NLA R G E

For design purposes, it is important to understand the various types of �tting connections available for

PEX pipe:

When specifying �ttings, it is important to design with the same system intended to be used in the

application. If specifying a PEX system with ASTM F1960 �ttings, but the contractor installs any of the

alternatives, it will signi�cantly impact the system velocity and performance.

Most residential and commercial professionals prefer ASTM F1960 �ttings because they are easy to learn,

provide a reliable connection and can never be dry �t. To make a connection, the installer simply uses an

expansion tool to expand the pipe and expansion ring before inserting the �tting. As the ring and pipe

shrink back down to their original size, it creates a strong, durable connection that holds tight.

This �tting system also provides greater system �ow and performance. For example, a 1-inch F1960

engineered polymer (EP) �tting has a 67% greater �ow rate, at 8 feet per second, than a F2159 plastic

�tting and 22% greater �ow rate than an F1807 brass �tting.

Speaking of �ow, when it comes to compiling friction loss data, using the Darcy-Weisbach formula is

much more accurate and does not employ correction factors for di�erent water temperatures like Hazen

Williams. Friction loss data compiled by Uponor utilizes this method and has been backed by empirical

NSF laboratory test data, making it an excellent free resource for maximizing system sizing and e�ciency.

There are three ways to size a PEX piping system with ASTM F1960 �ttings. The �rst is to use model code

�xture unit tables (see Figure 6). Of course, this method applies only to systems whose scopes fall within

the table.

ASTM F1807 Standard Specification for Metal Insert Fittings Utilizing a Copper Crimp Ring for SDR9

Cross-linked Polyethylene (PEX) Tubing and SDR9 Polyethylene of Raised Temperature (PE-RT) Tubing;

ASTM F2159 Standard Specification for Plastic Insert Fittings Utilizing a Copper Crimp Ring for SDR9

Cross-linked Polyethylene (PEX) Tubing and SDR9 Polyethylene of Raised Temperature (PE-RT) Tubing;

ASTM F2098 Standard Specification for Stainless Steel Clamps for Securing SDR9 Cross-linked

Polyethylene (PEX) Tubing to Metal Insert and Plastic Insert Fittings;

ASTM F877 Standard Specification for Crosslinked Polyethylene (PEX) Plastic Hot- and Cold-Water

Distribution Systems; and

ASTM F1960 Standard Specification for Cold Expansion Fittings with PEX Reinforcing Rings for Use

with Cross-linked Polyethylene (PEX) Tubing.

Figure 6 E NLA R G E

IAPMO and ICC have con�rmed compliance with using �xture unit tables to determine pipe size for

systems using the ASTM F1960 �tting system.

A second method involves residual pressure, which determines the critical path by the most remote or

demanding �xture. Utilize friction-loss data and calculate system loss from the �xture to the source,

ensuring that a PEX replacement would provide su�cient pressure. The result may require up-sizing high-

loss cold-water pipe segments. However, it may be possible to downsize some hot-water pipe segments

due to the di�erence between the design velocities of copper and PEX.

Finally, a third method of sizing pipe is the uniform friction loss method. This method uses the physical

layout of the structure to determine pipe sizes. This method requires information such as available static

pressure, building height, and distance to the farthest �xture to complete the calculation. After compiling

the data, the designer can determine a pressure loss per 100-foot (or per foot) number by dividing the

total developed length by the pressure available for loss (see Figure 7).

Figure 7 E NLA R G E

This number is then used to create water supply �xture unit (WSFU) tables for each pipe material and

water temperature (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 E NLA R G E

For quick and accurate PEX pipe sizing, some manufacturers even o�er a free pipe-sizing calculator. For

example, Uponor has an online calculator at https://tools.uponorpro.com/calculator/ that provides

calculations for plumbing, hydronic piping, and radiant systems in addition to pipe heat loss data. There

are also tables available in digital format and in design manuals which are easy to access from the

company website.

In conclusion, there are many resources and tools available to help the piping design and installation

professional create and install high-performing systems with PEX. Leveraging PEX design expertise and

following best installation practices will help improve system performance and reliability to maximize

high-performing buildings and move the commercial construction industry forward.

Photos courtesy of Uponor

Daniel Worm, CPD, is a commercial segment manager at Uponor. He has more than 18 years of experience in the industry, with an

emphasis on plumbing application and design. He carries the Certif ied in Plumbing Design (CPD) accreditation and holds a

bachelor’s degree in business management . He is also a member of the American Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE).
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Oventrop opens o�ce in Connecticut,
establishing Americas sales region.

171-YEAR-OLD
EUROPEAN 
VALVE COMPANY  
ENTERING 
US MARKET

PM
Engineer

 Pro�le

By Nicole Krawcke

Established as a foundry of brass �xtures in 1851, Oventrop has since

evolved into a global manufacturer of balancing valves and thermostatic

radiator valves for the building industries. The family-owned company is

now expanding into the American market, and celebrated its grand

opening in East Granby, Connecticut in October. PM Engineer Chief Editor

Nicole Krawcke had the chance to chat with Nicola Schannath, CEO of

Oventrop-US, about the company’s plans in the United States and current

PHCP-PVF market trends.

PM Engineer: Tell me a little about Oventrop, how did the company get its start and

what does it do?

NS: We at Oventrop are the partner for e�cient heating and cooling. Our modular systems and services

o�er pioneering solutions for all HVAC experts, easy and �exible — from planning to installation, from

industry to trade. We accompany all our partners over many years — competently and personally. As a

family business with a history of over 170 years, we are rooted in the Sauerland region in the

Northwestern part of Germany, but also have a strong international presence. We employ around 1,000

people at our headquarters in Germany and currently have two production facilities. With eight

subsidiaries and numerous agencies, we are present in more than 80 countries worldwide.

PM Engineer: Why has Oventrop decided to push into the North American market?

NS: Oventrop has been extremely successful in the past decades building a strong brand not only in

our home market Germany, but also in Europe and many countries in Asia. Our strong commitment to

the North American market is part of our internationalization strategy. The North American HVAC market

is expected to grow further, driven by increasing energy e�ciency standards that will continue to drive

the demand for mechanical and electrical upgrades.

 

Our North American subsidiary Oventrop Corp. is in East Granby, Connecticut, and is the hub for the

“Americas” sales region. We also have a warehouse in Guelph, Ontario. Local availability of our

products is key to servicing our customers. This decentralization is important to meet the increasing

demands on logistics.

PM Engineer: As a valve manufacturer, what are the biggest trends you’re seeing in the

valve market? What is driving these trends?

NS: The most prominent trends and challenges facing our industry are certainly digitization and

providing solutions that help in the �ght against climate change. Digitization changes the whole industry.

This development requires new skills from manufacturers and contractors, and we also see an

increasing demand in products that are suited for the digitization of homes and buildings. But the

ultimate challenge is climate change: Around one-third of our energy consumption is used for heating,

cooling and warm water. With rising energy prices and the need to reduce CO2-emissions on a massive

scale, topics such as energy e�ciency and the use of renewable energies will further rise in importance.

We at Oventrop o�er a wide range of solutions when it comes to increasing energy e�ciency in new

and existing homes and buildings.

PM Engineer: Tell me about Oventrop’s pressure independent control valve — how does

it work, what types of applications does it best suit, and why is it gaining market share?

NS: Hydronic balancing is paramount for the e�cient operation of heating and cooling systems. With

our pressure independent control valve Cocon QTZ, we o�er a solution that helps to simplify this

process and to save energy. The valve combination consists of an automatically operating �ow

controller and a control valve. This combination ensures that the volume �ow in the terminal unit

required for room temperature control is kept at a constant level — irrespective of di�erential pressure

variations in the installation. Our Cocon QTZ is especially suited for fan coil units, chilled beams, chilled

ceilings and convectors. We also o�er the Cocon QTZ as part of our Flypass multifunctional connection

�tting for connecting e.g. fan coils or chilled ceiling modules. It is easy and versatile, and will bypass

initial �ushing without involving the terminal units whereas its quick and compact installation helps to

save costs and avoids leaks.

PM Engineer: What should installing contractors and specifying engineers know about

this product?

NS: As all our products, the Cocon QTZ is of high-quality, long-lasting and always reliable. It is easy to

install, and it easily �ts into �exible systems. The Cocon QTZ operates up to a maximum pressure of

362 PSI and a maximum di�erential pressure of 87 PSI. They are available in sizes ranging from 1/2 inch

to 1 1/4 inch. Once installed and preset, the valve does not require readjustment even if the installation is

extended or modi�ed. Hence, our Cocon QTZ combine highest quality with an optimum of �exibility.

PM Engineer: Does Oventrop o�er any kind of specialized training for its products?

Where can readers �nd out more information on this?

NS: Oventrop provides specialized training on our products through our local sales team, but also

through our technical support team at our North American subsidiary. More information on our products

as well as contact information can also be found on our website www.oventrop-us.com.

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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NEW
PRODUCTS

Union Y-StrainerCopper press �ttings

CA L E F F I  H Y D R O N IC

S O L UT IO N S

Sewage check valve

O AT E Y  CO .

Tankless rack system

F A CIL IT IE S  R E S O UR CE

G R O UP

A S C E N G IN E E R E D

S O L UT IO N S

Above-�oor drainageCompression sleeve �tting system

S A N IF LOR E H A U
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Down the

PIPELINE

Taco mourns the loss
of John White III

READ MORE

Henderson Companies
signs on to MEP 2040
Climate Pledge

READ MORE

Domingo Mohedano named vice
president and general manager of
Laars Heating Systems

READ MORE

PLUMBING GROUP PIPELINE

eNewsletters SIGN UP

SELECT YOUR NEWSLETTERS:

   Sign Up for PM Engineer eNews!
 

Distributed twice-monthly, PM Engineer keeps plumbing engineers,

specifiers and manufacturers up-to-date on all of the latest industry

news, while also showcasing the industry's top columnists and

introducing the sustainable plumbing, piping, hydronic/radiant and fire

protection products specified by leaders within the engineering

community.
 

View Sample

(https://bnp.omeclk.com/portal/public/ViewCommInBrowser.jsp?

Sv4%2BeOSSucwxctRH9VZ6F07S04D7wz%2Bjil0kMg5T1jOm7XBgJ4neI0jaNXDRjayr

   Sign Up for Radiant & Hydronics!
 

A twice-monthly eNewsletter filled with breaking news, insights and

other topics of interest to buyers, sellers, designers and installers of

hydronic heating systems.
 

View Sample

(https://bnp.omeclk.com/portal/public/ViewCommInBrowser.jsp?

Sv4%2BeOSSucwxctRH9VZ6F07S04D7wz%2BjY%2BHgkXuQXl5brKq%2FRLboSk256

PRIVACY POLICY (http://www.bnpmedia.com/privacy?

oly_enc_id=undefined&oly_anon_id=f76e24e1-198e-4e18-bd6e-

1f2213dadf4f) * 

I have read BNP Media's Privacy Policy, agree to its terms, and consent to

allow BNP Media to use my information consistent with the Privacy Policy

(http://www.bnpmedia.com/privacy?

oly_enc_id=undefined&oly_anon_id=f76e24e1-198e-4e18-bd6e-1f2213dadf4f).
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